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Abstract
In this thesis, we calculate various topological invariants of symplectic reduced spaces,
also known as symplectic quotients. These invariants include the signature, the
Poincar6 polynomial, and the Euler characteristic. We define an object called a
"weighted abstract X-ray" that records all of the fixed point data from a Hamiltonian
T-space that is needed to calculate these invariants. We use symplectic cobordism
to obtain formulas for the signature of reduced spaces in terms of the X-ray data.
In particular, we find a simple recursive wall-crossing formula for these signatures.
We also find similar recursive formulas for the Poincar6 polynomial and the Euler
characteristic. We derive some simple consequences of the wall-crossing formulas.
In an appendix we address the related problem of calculating the Riemann-Roch
number, using K-theory to show that for a well-behaved circle action, the Riemann-
Roch number is given by the "Quantization Commutes With Reduction" conjecture
of Guillemin and Sternberg.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis we compute topological invariants of symplectic reductions. These
reduced spaces are the natural symplectic notion of a quotient, and are closely related
to the algebraic quotients of Geometric Invariant Theory. Like G.I.T. quotients,
symplectic reductions depend on a choice; a central concern of equivariant symplectic
geometry is to investigate the dependence of the reduced space on this choice. The
topological type of the reduction depends on essentially combinatorial data. Hence
most of this thesis has a combinatorial1 flavor.
Our fundamental object of study is a Hamiltonian T-space M, with symplectic
form w and moment map 4 : M -+ t*. We denote such a Hamiltonian T-space by
(M, w, 0). Note that we allow our spaces to be orbifolds as well as manifolds. We will
almost always restrict ourselves to compact spaces.
The moment map allows us to take quotients of M by the group action, once we
pick a point a E t*: the symplectic reduction, or symplectic quotient, is defined to be
Ma = -l1(a)/T.
Recall that if a is a regular value of €, Ma is a smooth symplectic orbifold, and that
the symplectic form w, on Ma is defined by the requirement that
7r*W a = i*W
where r : 0-'(a) -+ Ma and i : 0-(a) -+ M are the projection and inclusion maps,
respectively.
The dependence of the reduced space, and its symplectic and topological invari-
ants, on a has been studied in detail since the introduction of the concept of reduction
in the 1970's. Pioneering work was done by Duistermaat and Heckman [DH82]; Atiyah
[Ati82]; Guillemin and Sternberg [GS82a], [GS82b], [GS84a]; Kirwan [Kir84b], and
others. Some of this work, notably that of Duistermaat and Heckman, has focused on
uniquely symplectic invariants of the reduced space (for example, its symplectic vol-
1I will consistently use the word "combinatorial" to mean "finite, discrete, and linear-geometric,"
as in the theory of convex polytopes, rather than in the more restricted sense of "pertaining to the
theory of bijections of sets."
ume). More recent work (e.g. [Mei], [Ver96]) has centered on more subtle symplectic
invariants, coming from the theory of geometric quantization. However, we focus on
purely topological invariants of the reduced space (although we discuss one approach
to the quantization problem in the appendix).
When one focuses on topological invariants, the picture inevitably becomes combi-
natorial: for, the topology of the reduced space does not change as one varies a within
a fixed component of the set of regular values. This set Areg is a union of a finite
number of open convex polytopes, called chambers. Hence all topological invariants
depend discretely on a, and we can identify exactly where they will change-when
a crosses a "wall" between two of the chambers. This determines the nature of the
formulas we derive in chapters 3 and 4.
To be able to phrase and prove these formulas in a nice way, we set up some
abstract combinatorial machinery in chapter 2. The "X-rays" and "weighted X-rays"
we introduce there are variants of a definition of Tolman [To196]. The best way to
think of these objects is pictorially; the precise definitions are primarily meant to
codify the features of the pictures one draws of the structure of the moment polytope
of a Hamiltonian torus action. Hopefully, these abstract objects will also help in
addressing the classification problem for T-spaces.
Among the topological invariants of the quotient that we can study, the cohomol-
ogy ring of the reduced space is certainly the most natural and important. Much
work has been done on this problem, starting with the work of Kirwan [Kir84a], with
some notable recent success by Jeffrey and Kirwan [JK95]. Rather than focus on the
difficult problem of determining the cohomology ring completely, we focus on some
relatively simple rational cohomology invariants.
The most obvious such invariants are the Betti numbers; from these, of course,
we can get the Euler characteristic. Another important cohomology invariant is the
signature, which is defined for a 4k-dimensional manifold. On such a manifold, the cup
product defines a nondegenerate, symmetric bilinear form on the middle cohomology;
its signature is by definition the signature of the manifold.
In chapter 3 we use the cobordism results of Guillemin, Ginzburg and Karshon
[GGK96] to derive a formula for the signature of the reduced space based on fixed
point data, that is, on the signatures of the fixed point components and the weights
of the torus action on their normal bundles. This leads with a little bit of work to
simple formulas for "wall-crossing" in certain cases, which we present in Sections 3.3
and 3.4.
To investigate the general case in Chapter 4, we use the machinery of X-rays that
we set up in chapter 2. We find that the general wall-crossing rule for the signature is
essentially the same as in the simple cases we investigated in chapter 3, when we use
the proper framework: we treat the signature as a recursive invariant of an X-ray.
We also show how the Poincar6 polynomial (which gives the Betti numbers) and the
Euler characteristic are other examples of recursive invariants.
Note that the Euler characteristic is also the simplest example of an index: it is
the index of d + d*, with respect to the usual grading on Q*(M) ([BGV92]). When
the dimension of the manifold is divisible by 4, we can also compute the index of
this operator with respect to the Hodge grading; this is exactly the signature of the
manifold.
This leads us to consider another, much-discussed invariant of the reduced space,
the Riemann-Roch number, or quantization. While this is properly a symplectic in-
variant, and not a purely topological one, it is the index of a certain operator (the
Spinc-Dirac operator) on a symplectic manifold. In the appendix I present a K-
theoretic treatment of this invariant, and a proof, in a special case, of the famed
"Quantization Commutes with Reduction" result, first conjectured by Guillemin and
Sternberg [GS82b] and recently proved in the torus case by Vergne [Ver96] and for
arbitrary compact groups by Meinrenken ([Mei96], [Mei]).
This result compares the Riemann-Roch number of a reduced space to the equiv-
ariant Riemann-Roch number (actually a representation of G) of the original space.
Since the Euler characteristic and the signature are invariants that are similar in
nature to the Riemann-Roch number, it is natural to look for analogous results for
them. However, there is no non-trivial equivariant version of the Euler characteris-
tic or the signature (basically, because a compact connected group acts trivially on
cohomology).
Nonetheless, it is intriguing to try to look at the results we obtain for the signa-
ture and the Euler characteristic of the reduced space in this light. To this end, in
Section 5.2 we write down some desirable axioms (adapted from [Gui94] for a gen-
eral "quantization" of a Hamiltonian T-space, and invent formal "quantizations" of
a space M from the Euler characteristic (respectively signature) of its reduced spaces
Ma. Unfortunately, these quantizations do not satisfy all of the axioms we would like
them to; in particular, they fail to be natural with respect to restricting the group.
Work on this subject is in progress.
Also, in Section 5.1, armed with the wall-crossing results from chapter 4, we derive
some simple global results about how the signature and the Euler characteristic of
the reduced space can vary as we vary a over the whole moment polytope. A typical
result is that the Euler characteristic of the reduced space increases as we go "deeper"
into the moment polytope. The results we do have are preliminary, since they cover
only simple cases. Again, this work is progressing.




The Structure of the Moment
Polytope
This chapter presents the background material on the structure of the moment poly-
tope of a Hamiltonian torus action that is necessary to state the formulas for invariants
of reduced spaces that we derive in Chaps. 3 and 4. Most of this material is well-
known and standard; however, we present it in a new manner. Since the formulas
we derive later are purely combinatorial, we introduce a combinatorial object, the
weighted X-ray, which collects all of the necessary data about a Hamiltonian torus
action in a convenient and elegant way.
In the first section, we introduce the basic facts about fixed point sets and weights
of a Hamiltonian action that are necessary to motivate the definition, in Sec. 2.2, of
abstract X-rays and weighted X-rays. Starting in Sec. 2.2 we focus on the X-rays as
the basic objects, and show that they arise from Hamiltonian actions. This viewpoint
is less geometric than most presentations, but it has a few advantages. First, the
focus on the X-ray is natural given the nature of the invariants that we wish to
calculate. Second, it sets up a framework for investigating broader questions, such
as classification: for example, which abstract X-rays arise from Hamiltonian torus
actions, and to what extent do the X-rays classify the actions?
The remainder of the chapter introduces some useful operations on X-rays, and
some simplifying assumptions, all of which have geometric antecedents.
2.1 Fixed Point Data for Hamiltonian Torus Ac-
tions
Let T be a torus of rank d. Let (M, w, q) be a compact Hamiltonian T-space of
dimension 2n. (I allow M to be an orbifold.) For convenience, assume the action
is effective. By the convexity theorem of Atiyah and Guillemin-Sternberg [Ati82]
[GS82a], the moment image A = O(M) is a convex polytope, and is in fact the
convex hull of the image the fixed point set MT. However, one can say a great deal
more about the structure of A. We will introduce a refinement of Tolman's notion of
the X-ray of M to provide the framework for later calculations.
Note: for the remainder of this chapter, we will refer to connected subgroups of
T as subtori, to distinguish them from arbitrary subgroups. Since the results we are
interested in are rational phenomena (as opposed to torsion information) and hence
are not affected by discrete stabilizers, we will ignore disconnected subgroups.
Since M is compact, there are a finite number of subtori Tj which appear as
stabilizer groups of points in M, and each fixed point set has a finite number of
components. Call the set of these components T = {F 1,... Fk}, and call the corre-
sponding stabilizers {T 1,...Tk}. (Precisely, Ti is the stabilizer of a generic point on
Fj, and Fj is a connected component of MTj.) Denote dim(Tj) by di .
Each fixed point component Fj is a symplectic manifold in its own right, by the
equivariant Darboux theorem [GS84b]. In fact, the restriction of the moment map
P makes Fj into a Hamiltonian T-space. However, the T-action on Fj is clearly
not effective. Fj inherits an effective action of the quotient torus H3 = T/Tj. The
Hj-action is Hamiltonian, but the moment map is unique only up to addition of a
constant. It is specified as follows. Consider the three exact sequences
1 -3 T- -•T - Hj - 1 (2.1)
o0 --- t -- t* - - 0
di d (d - dj )
(the last row notes the respective dimensions). Note 4ý = Ann(tj). The moment
map " : M -+ t* restricted to Fj lies in a translate of ý C t* (since the vector fields
generated by tj vanish on Fj). In particular, if Tj = T then ¢(Fj) is a point. The
restricted moment map, shifted by a constant to land in [ý, is a moment map for the
action of H3 .
Hence, by the convexity theorem, the image Aj = O(Fj) is a convex polytope in
its own right, though of dimension d - dj. We will call these polytopes walls. It
is important to note that two different Fj can have overlapping, or even identical,
images under q. Tolman [To196] introduced the notion of the X-ray of M to keep
track of this data.
Definition 2.1. The X-ray of a compact Hamiltonian T-space as above is the family
{Aj} of convex polytopes in t*, indexed by the set 7, where T is considered as a partial
order under inclusion.
More technically, the data of the X-ray are the partial order T and the map
Fj '-+ Aj. (See the discussion of abstract X-rays in section 2.2.) Note that Fj C Fj,
implies Aj C Aj, but not vice versa.
Note: Tolman considers disconnected stabilizer groups as well as subtori. See the
discussion following Def. 2.2 below for one consequence of this difference.
See Figures 2-1 and 2-11 later in this chapter for an idea of what X-rays look like.
We defer doing these examples until after we have built up some technology.
2.1.1 Weight Data
We also want to record information about the weights of the infinitesimal action of
T on the normal bundles to the fixed point components. This data will appear in
all of the formulas in Chaps. 3 and 4. Moreover, the weight data often completely
determine the X-ray (see Thm. 2.1 below).
The T-invariant symplectic structure on M defines a natural isotopy class of com-
patible, invariant almost complex structures ([AM78], [MS95]). Hence, given any
point p E MTi, the weights of the action of Tj on TpM are well-defined.
Given a fixed point component Fj C MT., denote the weights of the Tj action on
TM, for any p E M, by aj = {aj,k E t*}. (Since Fj is connected this is independent
of p.) Then the weighted X-ray of M is the X-ray together with the assignment to
each Tj-fixed point set Fj of the weights aj,k. Note that we consider all of the weights
on TMIFi, not just the weights of the normal bundle NFj. Of course the additional
weights of Tj, corresponding to TFj, are zero, but we will see below that things work
out better if we include these weights as well.
The weights of the T-fixed point components actually lie in t*, so we can draw
them on the same picture as the X-ray. In fact we will draw them as vectors based at
the points 4(Fj) (e.g. in Fig. 2-1 below). The weights of fixed point components of
subtori lie in quotient spaces of t*, so they are harder to draw; however, they can be
easily deduced from the weights at the T-fixed point sets, as we will see in the next
section.
2.2 Abstract X-rays
Clearly the weighted X-ray of a Hamiltonian T-space is a substantial amount of data.
Also, the basic theorems of symplectic geometry, such as the equivariant Darboux
theorem, put very strict conditions on the form such an X-ray can take. We will
express these facts by building them into the definition of an abstract X-ray, and
then showing that the X-rays arising from Hamiltonian actions satisfy these axioms.
In addition, the formulas for topological invariants that we derive in Chaps. 3
and 4 will depend only on the data collected above in the weighted X-ray. This is our
main motivation for putting this data in an abstract setting.
A note: we will axiomatize X-rays to live in affine spaces rather than vector spaces.
This makes it slightly more natural to consider affine subspaces, which come up all
of the time in dealing with X-rays. In the case of Hamiltonian torus actions, this is
quite natural, since translation in t* corresponds simply to adding a constant to the
moment map, which does not change the symplectic structure or the group action. 1
Of course, for actions of non-abelian groups, it is not appropriate to view the dual of
the Lie algebra g* as an affine space, but we are only concerned here with the torus
case.
Let A be a finite dimensional real affine space, modeled on the vector space A.
For any set S C A, denote the affine span of S by Aff(S), and the linear span of S
(the unique subspace of A parallel to Aff(S)) by Lin(S).
Denote by Poly(A) the set of convex polytopes in A, partially ordered by inclusion.
Definition 2.2. An X-ray in A is a finite partial order F and an order-preserving
function ": F -+ Poly(A) such that
1. Given F E F, and a face S of O(F), there is a unique G < F such that q(G) = S.
2. G < F ==* dim ¢(G) < dim O(F).
Note that € is not necessarily injective, so that for F Z G, O(F) and q(G) can be
identical; they can also overlap in an arbitrary way, as long as they are not comparable.
If they are comparable, however, (2) implies that they must be distinct. Also note
that for G < F, dim ¢(G) = dim (F) exactly when the affine spaces spanned by
q(G) and O(F) are equal.
Remark. As mentioned above, this definition is not completely consistent with
Tolman's definitions. In defining the X-ray of a Hamiltonian action, she considers
all possible stabilizer groups, not just connected ones, and hence her X-rays do not
satisfy condition 2 above. By considering disconnected stabilizers she gets at torsion
information, in particular, the intrinsic stabilizers of singular points in the reduced
spaces (when these spaces are orbifolds). However, we are primarily interested in
rational invariants, which are insensitive to this information. Note, however, that
much of what we say below applies in a slightly modified form to abstract X-rays
which do not satisfy condition 2, and hence to Tolman's X-rays.
So far this is a rather minimal definition. It reflects the organization of the moment
image data that we saw in the previous section, but it does not record the weight data.
Nor does this very general definition reflect the structure imposed by the equivariant
Darboux theorem. We will now provide an abstract framework that addresses these
issues.
First, we need to make a few definitions. An X-ray (F, q) is said to be connected
if F has a unique largest element M. A connected X-ray is effective if dim O(M) =
dim(A). We refer to a pair (F, q(F)) as a wall. By abuse of notation, we will
often refer to F or O(F) as a wall. (Remember, however, that the wall may not be
determined by the image O(F) alone.) In a connected X-ray, a codimension one wall
(i.e. dim(€(F)) = dim(€(M)) - 1), is called a principal wall. A wall (F, ¢(F)) with
'The only situation in which translation has an effect is in prequantization, where a translation
by a weight vector adds the corresponding representation to any quantization. This change is easy
enough to take into account that it is still reasonable to think of the action as taking place in an
affine space.
dim(€(F)) = 0 is a vertex. A vertex F belongs to a wall G if F < G and O(F) is a
face of ¢(G).
There are two crucial facts about the weights of a Hamiltonian action that we want
to build into the definition of a weighted X-ray. One is the relationship between the
weights of the normal bundle to a fixed point set F and the X-ray in a neighborhood
of the image O(F) that is given by the equivariant Darboux theorem. The other is
a consistency condition on the weights, coming from the inclusion of one fixed point
set into a larger one.
Actually, we note that, in defining weighted X-rays above, we considered the entire
tangent space TpM at a point p E Fj, in other words, we looked at the bundle TMIFj
as opposed to the normal bundle NF,. There is no great difference, since the normal
bundle is the quotient of the tangent bundle by the subbundle TFj, which has trivial
Tj -action. Considering the tangent bundle both makes the bookkeeping we do below
easier, and keeps track of the dimension of the fixed point set Fi (it is twice the
number of zero weights).
We will express the influence of the Darboux theorem using the following definition
of a local model. In any vector space A, given a family of vectors a = {ax,..., a, E A},
denote the positive cone generated by a by
Cone(aia2,...an) = tkak tk > 0. (2.2)
Call a subfamily S = {a 1 ,ai 2 ,... ai, } C a linear if no other ai ý S lies in the
linear span of S; in other words, if S = a n V for some linear subspace V C A.
Definition 2.3. The local model generated by {al,...,an, E A} is the set of cones
{Cone(S) IS a linear subset of a}.
We will also refer to the intersection of these cones with any neighborhood U of 0
as a local model.
To express the consistency condition we will need to consider the natural maps
7 FG : A/ Lin(¢(F)) -+ A/ Lin(¢(G)) arising when O(F) C q(G), and the quotient
map rF : A -+ A/ Lin(O(F)).
Now we can define the object that will record all of the data we need from a
Hamiltonian T-space. For simplicity, we will deal only with connected X-rays.
Definition 2.4. A weighted X-ray of dimension 2n is a connected X-ray (.F, q)
together with a family of vectors aF = {arF,,... F,,, E A/ Lin(O(F))} assigned to
each wall F E F, called weights, such that:
1. for every wall F, there is a neighborhood U C A of O(F) such that {frF(¢(G) n
U) I G > F} is the local model generated by aF;
2. for every F, G E F, F < G, the families of vectors 7rFG(aF) and aG are equal,
up to rearrangement.
We will refer to condition 1 as the Darboux condition, and condition 2 as the
consistency condition.
Note that aF is not a set of vectors, but a family, as we need to keep track of
multiplicities. Also, the Darboux condition involves both existence and uniqueness:
for every linear subset S of the weights of F, there is a unique wall, comparable to
F, that locally looks like the cone on S. However, this only applies to walls G > F;
there may be other walls which happen to lie near F (or even overlap it) but if they
are not comparable to F they need have no particular relation to it.
The reason for calling 2n the dimension of the X-ray will be clear after the next
proposition. Note that this has nothing to do with the dimension of A; however,
given an effective X-ray (.F, 4, a) in A we will occasionally refer to the dimension of
A as the rank of F.
We can now summarize a great deal about the structure of the moment polytope
in
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,w, 4) be a compact Hamiltonian T-space of dimension 2n.
Let F = {F 1,... Fk} be the set of fixed point components of subtori partially ordered
by inclusion. Denote the induced map F -+ Poly(t*) also by 4. Then the pair (.F, 4)
is an X-ray in t*. If M is connected, so is (.F, 4); if the action of T is effective,
then (F, 4) is effective, and the rank of F is the rank of T. The weights aFk =
{aF,,1,... ,aQF,fn E t(} of the action of Tk on the restricted tangent bundle TMIFk
make (F, 4, a) into a weighted X-ray of dimension 2n. We call such a weighted X-ray
Hamiltonian.
Proof. First, note that Lin(4(Fk)) = Ann(tk) by the definition of a moment map.
Hence a weight aFk,l E t% = t*/ Ann(tk) = t*/ Lin(¢(Fk)) as required.
We now prove that (.F, q) is an X-ray. Obviously 4 is an order-preserving map.
Given the identification Lin(4(Fk)) = Ann(tk) above, condition 2 in the definition of
an X-ray follows from the fact that for any Fj C Fk, Tj D Tk, and hence tj Q tk, since
Tj, Tk are connected.
Condition 1 is a bit deeper. It comes from the result of Atiyah [Ati82] that the
inverse image of any point under the moment map is connected. For, consider a fixed
point component Fk. This is a Hamiltonian T-space. Given a face 6 of O(F), let
(3 = Ann(Lin(S)), and let H C T be the corresponding Lie subgroup. (This exists
since the polytope O(F) is rational. 2) Consider the moment map of the H-action on
Fk; this is just the projection of the moment map by rH :t* --+ * = t*/ Lin(S). This
moment map has an extremum at 7rH(S), which is certainly a critical value. Moreover,
any point in Fk mapping to this point will necessarily be a critical point. Hence the
entire inverse image of 7rH(S) under the H-moment map, which is the inverse image
of S under the T-moment map, is fixed by the action of H. Moreover, this set is
connected by Atiyah's result. Hence it is exactly some Fj, and H = Tj, ¢(Fj) = 6,
and no other Ft C Fk can map to 6.
The statements about connectedness and effectiveness are obvious.
2This is another feature of Hamiltonian T-spaces that will not be particularly relevant in this
thesis.
The weights of the action of Tk on the tangent bundle can be determined by
looking at the tangent space to any point p E Fk. Suppose we have Fj C Fk. Choose
the point p to be in F,. Then the representation of Tj on the tangent space T,(M)
must restrict to the representation of Tk. In terms of weights, this is exactly condition
2 in Def. 2.4.
To show that the Darboux condition holds for an arbitrary wall, first note that it
is enough to show that it holds for the fixed points of the whole torus. For, given a
fixed point component Fj of MTj, we can restrict the action to Tj; the effect on the
moment map is to compose with the projection 7rj : t* --+ t*. Clearly the formation
of a local model, and hence the Darboux condition, respects this projection, so Fj
will satisfy the Darboux condition with respect to the T action iff it satisfies it with
respect to the Tj-action.
So assume that p E F C MT. Denote the weights of the action of T on TpM by
a = {al,...an}. The Darboux theorem, in the equivariant setting, says ([GS84b], p.
251) that we can equivariantly identify a neighborhood of p with (C , W td, 0,), where
C" has the action of T given by the weights ak, that is, the infinitesimal action of
v E t is given by
v. z = (iaX(v)zi,...,ian(v)z,),





Hence we only need to determine the relationship of the weights to the images of the
fixed point sets of subtori for this linear space.
Given a subspace W C t, let V = Ann(W). The set of points in C~ infinitesimally
fixed by all w E W is
(Cn)W = {(zl,...,z,) I Vk, zk 0 ==> ak E Ann(W)}
and its moment image is
((C)W) = lzkl 2 k Zk: 0 =-- ak E V (2.3)S k=1
= Cone(a n V). (2.4)
Since any V is the annihilator of some W, the walls are exactly the sets of the form
2.3, which proves the Darboux condition. O
Note that the consistency condition implies that all of the weights are determined
by the weights on the vertices. Hence, when we draw pictures, we only need to show
the weights coming out of the vertices, which lie along the edges (one dimensional
walls) of the X-ray, by the Darboux condition. We choose to include all of the
weights-even for higher dimensional walls-in the definition of a weighted X-ray
both for greater elegance, and because exactly these weights come up in the context
of recursive invariants (Chap. 4.)
The consistency condition further implies that the weights at different vertices
belonging to the same wall F must project to be the same in A/ Lin(4(F)). We will
use this in Chap. 3.
Example. Consider the flag manifold G/T, where G is a compact semisimple Lie
group and T is a maximal torus of G. This is most easily provided with a symplectic
structure by identifying it as a generic coadjoint orbit of G, as follows.
First note that t* embeds canonically in g* as the set of fixed points of the adjoint
action of T. (We have t* C (g*)T since T is a torus, and (g*)T C t* since T is
maximal.) Let A E t* be a generic element, i.e., an element with stabilizer exactly
T. (In other words, fix a positive Weyl chamber and pick A in its interior.) Let
MA = G -A - GIT be the orbit of A. Then MA has a natural symplectic structure
(see [Kos70] or [GS84b]), with respect to which the action of G on M\ is Hamiltonian.
The moment map is given simply by the inclusion map MA -+ g*. We consider M\
as a Hamiltonian T-space, whose moment map is inclusion followed by projection,
M -+ g* -+ t*. We can easily calculate the fixed points and weights, and hence the
X-ray, of MA.
Since (g*)T = t*, the T-fixed points are evidently the intersection Mx n t*. More-
over, these are the Weyl group orbit of A: For, gA E MT iff g-1 Tg = T, i.e. g E N(T).
The infinitesimal action of g on TA MA defines a G-equivariant isomorphism TM 2M\ -
g/t 2 gc/b where B is the Borel subalgebra of g determined by the choice of positive
Weyl chamber in which A sits. The weights of the T-action on gc/b are just the
negative roots of g. By Weyl group invariance, the weights at another fixed point wA
are just the Weyl reflections by w of the weights at A.
The weighted X-ray of MA is completely determined by this data. We will show
this in general below (Prop. 2.4). Here we will show it for the case G = SU(3) and
draw the X-ray.
Let L 1, L 2 , L3 E t* be defined byialO O0
Li 0 ia2  0 =ai.
0 0 ia3
Note L 1 + L 2 + L = 0. Choose choose the positive roots to be L 2 - L 3, L 1 - L 3 , L1 - L 2
Then A = A• L 1 + A2 L 2 + A3 L 3 is in the positive Weyl chamber iff A1 > A2 > A3. The
Weyl group acts by permuting {A1,A2, A3}. By our analysis of the weights, at the
fixed point A, there will be one weight, and hence an edge of the X-ray, pointing in
the direction of each negative root. Geometrically, this means that the edges connect
fixed points that are related by a single Weyl reflection. By Weyl invariance, the
same is true at all of the points wA. This determines the edges of the X-ray, so we
know all of the walls; the only remaining data are the weights assigned to the edges,
but these are determined by the weights at the vertices, as mentioned above. Hence
the X-ray of M, is as shown in Figure 2-1.
- -A
Figure 2-1: X-ray of SU(3)/T.
At each vertex, there is one weight pointing along each edge. (In more general
X-rays, we would need to indicate multiplicities of weights for each edge, but here
those multiplicities are all one.)
We want to give a couple of examples of X-rays that cannot underlie weighted
X-rays. In Figure 2-2 we have a connected X-ray that does not satisfy the Darboux
Figure 2-2: A nonweighted X-ray.
condition. The partial order is the usual one on the faces of the triangle, and the
vertex p in the interior is less than the 2-face M. (If p ý M then this would be
disconnected, but would be compatible with weights.)
Figure 2-3 shows an X-ray that does not satisfy the consistency condition. If
this were a weighted X-ray, there would be a weight of the vertex o pointing up;
hence by consistency there would be a weight of x pointing up (in the quotient space
A/ Lin(¢(x))), hence also a weight of a pointing up. But this contradicts the fact
that there is no edge pointing upward from a.
So far we have concentrated on the walls of the X-ray, which in the Hamiltonian
case come from fixed point sets. Now we look at the complement of the walls. For
a connected, effective X-ray (.F, 0) in A, let A = O(M), and define A,,, to be the
yr) n.
Figure 2-3: Another nonweighted X-ray.
complement of all of the walls:
Are := \ U O(F). (2.5)
F•M
This is an open set with a finite number of components, which we call chambers. In
the Hamiltonian case, these are of interest because of the
Proposition 2.2 ([Gui94]). Let (M,w, ) be a compact connected effective Hamil-
tonian T-space. Then Areg is the set of regular values of k.
We will want the following more general definition when we discuss recursive
invariants in Chap. 4. Fix a wall W. The set
Reg(W) = O(W) \U (W')
W'<W
is a relatively open set in O(W) with a finite number of components. As usual we
need to be careful to remember which W these came from, so call a pair (W, P) where
P is a component of Reg(W) a subchamber of W. By abuse of notation we will often
refer to P as a subchamber, when it will cause no confusion. Note that the vertices
of the X-ray are subchambers. Occasionally we will refer to chambers as "principal
subchambers" to reduce confusion.
Proposition 2.3. For every subchamber (W, P) of a weighted X-ray (F, 0, a), P is
convex.
Remark. The corresponding statement for the chambers of a Hamiltonian X-ray
is well-known (but rarely written down). It is mildly interesting that it follows from
the axioms for a weighted X-ray.
We defer the proof of this statement to Sec. 2.3, where we use a few useful oper-
ations on X-rays to simplify the proof.
Remark. There is one last notable property that the X-rays in symplectic geometry
possess. Suppose that the vector space A contains a full rank integer lattice A. A
vector v E A is rational iff it is in A. A polytope 6 in A is rational iff Lin(S) has
a rational basis. A weighted X-ray (.F, €, a) in A is said to be rational if all of the
weights aF,k are rational. Note that this and the Darboux condition imply that all
of the walls are rational. Since the weights of Hamiltonian action are weights of the
group T, a Hamiltonian X-ray is rational with respect to the weight lattice of T.
We will not use this property, since the formulas we will derive depend only on the
directions of the weights, not their lengths. When one studies torsion phenomena,
of course, rationality becomes much more significant. Also, rationality puts some
stringent conditions on the possible shapes of the polytopes in an X-ray.
As might be expected, the data in the definition of a weighted X-ray are redundant.
By definition, the X-ray is locally determined by the positions of the vertices and the
weights at the vertices. In fact, this data often completely determines the X-ray. So
one can usually reduce X-ray considerations to statements about weight data. We
choose not to emphasize this because the X-ray is such a natural way to organize the
formulas that we obtain for topological invariants. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to
record the fact.
Before we state the result, we need, as usual, to take into account the subtleties
that can arise when the map 4 takes different F E F into identical or overlapping
images. The problem we have is this: given a vertex v E A and a weight a at v, we
know that there is an edge coming out of v in the direction of a. If there is a unique
other vertex along this ray, then this edge must terminate at that vertex. However, if
there is more than one vertex along the ray, this edge can end at any one of them. In
this situation, we need to specify which is the endpoint of the edge. In other words,
we need to know the 1-skeleton of the X-ray. (The 1-skeleton consists of, roughly, the
vertices, edges, and weights. The following theorem states more precisely what data
are needed to determine the X-ray.)
Note that any wall (W, O(W)) of an X-ray 7 must be the convex hull Conv(q(S))
of some subset S of the vertices of F (since, by condition 1 of Def. 2.2, every vertex
of a wall is a vertex of F, and any convex polytope is the convex hull of its vertices).
Theorem 2.1. The 1-skeleton of a weighted X-ray determines the weighted X-ray
completely, in the following manner. Let (.F, 0, a) be an X-ray in A. Let S C F be a
subset of the set of vertices ofFT, and let S = Conv(O(S)) = Conv({q (Pi), . . , O(Pq) ).
There is a wall (W, O(W)) with P < W for all P E S and O(W) = S if and only if:
1. Every edge of S is an edge ofF connecting two vertices in S; and
2. S is Darboux at every vertex Pk E S; that is, S is equal in a neighborhood of
¢(Pk) to the cone on a linear set of weights at Pk.
Furthermore, such a wall is unique.
Proof. Note first that one implication is clear from the definitions: if there is a wall
(W, O(W)) with P < W for all P E S and O(W) = S then condition (1) in the
definition of an X-ray implies (1) above, and the Darboux condition implies (2).
Conversely, let S be a set of vertices such that S = Conv(¢(S)) satisfies the
above conditions. By the Darboux condition for X-rays, for each vertex Pk E S,
there is a unique wall Wk E J with b(Wk) equal to S near O(Pk). We claim that
W1 = W 2 = ... = Wq =: W and O(W) = S. We certainly have that Aff(q(W 1 ) =
S.. = Aff(q(Wq)) = S. Look at P1 . Pick any P2 connected to P1 by an edge e of
S. Then e is an edge of W1, and P2 is a vertex of W1 . Hence we have two walls
W1 and W2 which have the same affine span, and share the vertex P2. Hence by the
uniqueness in the Darboux condition, W 1 = W2. Since all of the vertices in S are
connected by edges of 6, we have W1 = .= W,. Defining this to be our desired wall
W, we see that O(W) is a polytope which, near each of its vertices, is identical to S.
Hence O(W) = S. By construction, each Pk < W. The uniqueness of W follows from
the uniqueness of the Wk given by the Darboux condition. O
Remark. As noted above, the 1-skeleton often will be completely determined by
the positions of the vertices, and the weights. In particular, if we assume, for every
vertex p and every weight ap,k at p, that there is a unique other vertex q along the
ray from p in the direction ap,k, then the 1-skeleton, and hence the X-ray, will clearly
be determined by the weights.
For example, if M is a coadjoint orbit of a compact semisimple Lie group G, this
will always be the case. For, the fixed points are the Weyl group orbit of some fixed
A E t, and the weights are the (Weyl reflections of) the negative roots. Hence each
weight Ck at p points at only the fixed point wk(p) which is the Weyl reflection of p
along the direction ak. This proves the promised
Proposition 2.4. If M = MA 2 G/T is a generic coadjoint orbit of a compact
semisimple Lie group G, the X-ray of M as a Hamiltonian T-space is completely
determined by the positions of the vertices and the weights at the vertices.
Because of Proposition 2.1 and the above remark, we can think of the X-ray as
essentially a bookkeeping device for the weight data. That it is a useful device we
will see particularly in Chapter 4.
2.3 Operations on X-rays
X-rays are preserved under some natural operations, which correspond in the Hamil-
tonian case to geometric operations on M. First, we recall that any Tj-fixed point set
in a Hamiltonian T-space is a Hamiltonian space in its own right. There is a simple
abstract analogue. Let (.T, 0, a) be a weighted X-ray in A. Let W E F be a wall.
Let FW = {F E F I F < W}. For every subwall F < W let
aF = ap n Lin(q(W))/ Lin(q(F)).
Proposition 2.5. (FW, ¢[FW, aw) is a weighted X-ray in A. It is an effective X-ray
in Aff(W) C A.
Proof. Evidently q[FW is an order-preserving map into Poly(Aff(W)). Both condi-
tions in the definition of an X-ray are trivially satisfied. The proof of the consistency
condition for the weights is a simple and unilluminating calculation. Finally, we ob-
serve that the process of passing from a set of weights to the associated local model
commutes with the action of intersection with a fixed subspace (also easy to check).
Hence the Darboux condition is also satisfied by (Fw, IFw, aW). O
We call such an X-ray FW a sub-X-ray of F (or sub-weighted-X-ray, if we prefer
precision over concision). Note that a subchamber (W, P) of an X-ray, as defined in
the previous section, is exactly a chamber of the sub-X-ray FW.
Since one can always restrict a torus action to a subtorus, and this operation
projects the moment image to a lower dimensional space, one would expect that X-
rays should project to X-rays. This is actually rather subtle, since in restricting to a
subtorus, we change the orbit structure, and hence the partial order F. It turns out
that for an unweighted X-ray, there is no good way to define a projection. However,
for weighted X-rays, projections make sense.
In fact, somewhat more is true. We can push forward a weighted X-ray by an
arbitrary map, if we are careful to change the partial order to avoid violating condition
(2) in Def. 2.2. Let (F, q, a) be a weighted X-ray in an affine space A. Let f : A - B
be an affine map. Denote the induced maps A -+ B and Poly(A) -+ Poly(B) also by
f.
First we define the new partial order F'. It is a suborder of F, defined by
F E F' <-- VG E F, G > FandAff(f(4(G))) = Aff(f (O(F))) imply G = F (2.6)
That is, F E -F' iff it is maximal among elements of F with a given projected affine
(or equivalently, linear) span.
We define f o 0 on F' in the obvious way,
f o O(F) := f (O(F)).
For the weights, note that there is a natural map induced by f,
" :A/ Lin(O(F)) --- B/ Lin(f(O(F))) (2.7)
so we can define the push-forward weights to be
(f o a)F,k -= f(OF,k) E B/ Lin(f(O(F))) = B/ Lin((f o 0)(F)). (2.8)
Proposition 2.6. Let f :A -+ B be an affine map. If (.F, 0, a) is a weighted X-ray
in A, then (F', f o €, f o a) is a weighted X-ray in B.
Proof. Clearly f o q defines an order-preserving function F' -+ Poly(B). Condition
(2) in the definition of an X-ray is true by the construction of F'.
To show it satisfies condition (1), we consider some F E F' and a face S of
(f o ¢)(F). The inverse image f -(6) n O(F) is a face e of O(F). By condition (1) for
(F7, 4), there is a unique G E F, G < F with O(G) = e. So f(O(G)) = f(e) = J.
We need to show G E F', i.e., that G is maximal. We will show that if G is not
maximal, F is not maximal, contradicting our assumption that F E F'. The proof
depends on a lemma about the partial order structure of F for weighted X-rays.
Lemma 2.1. Let (F, 0, a) be a weighted X-ray. Given F > G and G' > G. Then
there is an F' E F with F' F, F' Ž G', and
Aff(4(F')) C Aff(4(F) U q(G')). (2.9)
Proof of Lemma. This question is a local one (all walls in question are greater than
or equal to G) so it suffices to prove it for the local model. For the local model, F
is generated by certain weights a,,..., ,aj and G' is generated by weights 10,... •.
Take F' to be the wall generated by the union {a, ... , aj, i1,..., lo}. LO
So, assume that G 7F, i.e., 3G' E F, G' > G, such that Aff(f(q(G'))) =
Aff(f(¢(G))). Then by the lemma, there is an F' E F, F' > F, F' > G', with
Aff(4(F')) 9 Aff(4(F) U ¢(G'))
and hence
Aff(f (q(F'))) c Aff(f (O(F)) U f (q(G'))).
But Aff(f ((G'))) = Aff(f (q(G))) _ Aff(f (O(F))) so
Aff(f(O(F'))) 9 Aff (f(O(F))) c Aff(f(O(F'))).
Hence F is not maximal, our desired contradiction.
This shows that (F', foq) is an X-ray in B; it remains to show that (7, f o, f oa)
is a weighted X-ray. It is an easy diagram chase to prove that the consistency condition
holds for the projected weights f o a. The Darboux condition follows from the fact
that the construction of the local model on a set of weights is natural, i.e. it commutes
with linear maps. This completes the proof. O
Given a Hamiltonian X-ray, the abstract definition of projection should produce
the new X-ray obtained when we restrict to a subtorus H C T. Indeed this is the
case. Denote the projection by prH t -+ [*-
Proposition 2.7. Let (M, w, 0) be a Hamiltonian T-space and (F, 0, a) be its weight-
ed X-ray in t*. Let H C T be a subtorus. Let (FH, OH, aH) be the weighted X-ray in [*
of (M, w, OH) as a Hamiltonian H-space. Let (F, prHo •, prHO a) be the push-forward
weighted X-ray as in Prop. 2.6. Then (FH, , CH, ) = (F', prH o k, prH o a).
Proof. We first show that 7 = 1FH. Given Fj E F, Fj a connected component of M Tj ,
every p E Fj is fixed by Tj n H. However, Fj may not be a component of M(TinH),
because it may sit inside a bigger fixed point set. But this will happen exactly when
there is some Fk C Fj, Fk a component of MTk, with Tk nH = Tj n H. It is easy to
check that this happens exactly when Aff(prH( (Fj))) = Aff(prH ((Fk))), i.e. when
Fj fails to be maximal. So P = FH.
The rest of the proof is easy. The equality OH = prH o 0 is a standard calculation.
Likewise, the equality OH = prH o a is a simple consequence of how weights behave
under restriction to a subtorus. O
Examples. We give two geometrical examples, and one purely abstract one, which
illustrate the subtleties of projecting X-rays. Let M1 = CP1 x CP1 as a Hamiltonian
T2-space, with X-ray given in Fig. 2-4. (We tilt the axes by 450 so that the desired
projection is vertical.) If we restrict to the diagonal circle action, the resulting X-ray
is the projection shown on the line. Note that there are two distinct walls whose
images coincide at the middle point. (In the terminology of the next section, this
X-ray is not injective.) This makes sense, since the two (isolated) fixed points in M1
which gave these walls are distinct components of the fixed point set, both before
and after restriction to the circle action. Note also that all of the edges have been
identified with the maximal wall (the one which started out with a 2-dimensional
image).
Figure 2-4: Projection example: M1 = CP1 x CP1
Let M2 = Cp 4 with a T2-action chosen so that the X-ray is given by Fig. 2-5.
(See Sec. 2.4 for the details.) Again, we choose a circle in T 2 and restrict, so that
the projection is the vertical one shown. The projected X-ray now only has one wall
mapping to the middle point, since the three walls above it in the original X-ray have
now been identified. This reflects the geometrical fact that the two T2-fixed points
belonged to the S1 -fixed point component whose image was the vertical wall; when
we restrict to that S1 this is treated as a single wall.
Finally, to illustrate why we cannot push forward unweighted abstract X-rays,
consider the X-ray drawn in Figure 2-6. There is no good way to define the partial
order .•7 such that condition (1) in the definition of an X-ray is satisfied. For, since the
projections of the vertex p and the vertical edge L are identical, we should throw out
p. But then there is no subwall of the 2-face F which corresponds to the right-hand
vertex of the projection of F.
2.3.1 Reduction
Of course, one of the most interesting operations one can perform on a Hamiltonian
T-space is symplectic reduction. There is a an abstract analogue; I will review the




Figure 2-6: Bad projection example
Hamiltonian case in some detail, and then present the abstract version.
Given a Hamiltonian T-space (M, w, b), and a subtorus T' C T, we have exact
sequences (much as in (2.1))
1 -- T' --- T - -- 1 (2.10)
0 •- (t')*7 tV •• 0.
We now consider M as a Hamiltonian T'-space and reduce at some value c E (tV)*.
Let 7r-l(c) = S, which is an affine subspace of t*. Pick an arbitrary point 3 b E S and
3 We need to translate S to 4* to get an honest moment map for the quotient torus H. Note that
a more elegant way to achieve this would be to redefine a (toric) moment map so that it is allowed
to land in any affine space modeled on the dual of the Lie algebra of the torus. This would more
closely match up with our treatment of abstract X-rays; however, we use the standard definition for
conformity with the literature and with the non-torus case. The price to be paid is the occasional
arbitrary translation, as in this case.
0 - t' -t P - 0
denote the translation v • v - b by f. We define
Z = ()-'( = -(S) = ()-(*)
and
Mred = Z/T'.
Denote the quotient map by pr : Z -+ Mred. The quotient torus H acts on this
reduced space by
[g] [m] = [g -m].
By construction, the map g/ maps into [*, and it is T'-invariant, so it descends to a
map red : Mred -+ b*. An easy calculation [Gui94] shows that this is a moment map
for the action of H, when Mred is smooth.
Mred will be a smooth orbifold when the action of T' on Z is locally free. We
claim this happens exactly when the subspace S C t* is transverse to every wall of
the X-ray of M. For, consider a wall (Fj, ¢(Fj)), with infinitesimal stabilizer tj. Let
L = Lin(¢(Fj)). If m E Fj n Z o 0, the infinitesimal stabilizer
(t')M = tj n t' (2.11)
is zero iff
t* = Ann(tj n t') (2.12)
= Ann(tj) + Ann(t') (2.13)
= L + b* (2.14)
i.e., when S is transverse to the wall.
To determine the X-ray of the reduced space as a Hamiltonian H-space, we need
to know the fixed point sets of subtori of H, and the weights of these subtori on
the fixed point sets. The walls of the reduced X-ray come from the walls (Fj, ¢(Fj))
which intersect S, as follows.
First note that for any q E Mred, the infinitesimal stabilizer bq is given by
, = p(tm)
where pr(m) = q. (Since T is abelian, tm is independent of the choice of m.) Hence
the points q E Mred with [q $ 0 will be
{pr(m) I 0(m) E S, tm g t'}.
By the transversality assumption above, S only meets walls coming from points m
such that tm n t' = O, so
{q E Mred Iq 0} = {pr(m) I (m) E S, tm: 0}.
This says that any wall which intersects S will give rise to a wall of the reduced
space Mred. For a crucial lemma in Chapter 4 we need to identify the fixed point sets
precisely. The basic idea is simple: taking fixed points commutes with reduction. We
proceed with the details.
Given a connected component Fj of MTr, we recall the exact sequences (2.1). We
then have the diagram
T' (2.15)
Tj ---- T---- Hj
TI
Let Q' = Im(r') C H, and Qj = Im(rj) C H. Note first that Mred inherits an action
of Qj, so we can consider (Mr,d)Qj. We can also reduce by Q' at S n k(F), in other
words, we let
Z' = -Y(S) n F
and
Fred = Z'/Q'.
We claim that Fred is a connected component of (Mred)Qa. It is easy to see that Fred
embeds in (Mred)Qj; the map is induced as in the following diagram:
Z'C  31 Z (2.16)
FredC Mred
That Fred is in fact a connected component of (Mred)8Q follows from the observation
above that fixed points in Mred of subtori of H must come from walls of the X-ray of
M.
Knowing the fixed point components, it is easy to determine the X-ray of Mred-
We have
Fred {F E 7M I O(F)n S # 0} (2.17)
¢red(F) = P(¢(F) n S). (2.18)
(Here the map p appears solely for bookkeeping purposes, so that qred(F) is in [f*
rather than a translate.)
It remains to determine the weights of Mred. Given the previous calculation, it
should come as no surprise that the weights of Qj on (the tangent bundle of) the
component Fred C (Mred) Q' are derived from the weights of Tj on F. Pick a point
p E F n Z. We have two exact sequences of Tj-representations,
o - TZ --- TM (t')* 3- 0 (2.19)
0 --- t' - TpZ * Tpr(p)Mred -- 0.
Hence Tpr(p)Mred and TpM differ only by the trivial Tj-representation t' ( (t')*. In
other words, the nonzero weights of Tpr(p)Mred are the same as those of T,M, while
the number of zero weights (i.e. half the dimension of the fixed point set Fred) is
reduced by the rank of T', as expected.
Since the torus H acts effectively on Mred, we would prefer to see Qj C H acting
on Tpr(p)Mred. The new weights ared E q4 are obtained by a little linear algebra, which
we do explicitly to make clear the abstract version of reduction that follows.
Whenever we have two subspaces tj, t' C t we have the diagram in Fig. 2-7, with all
rows and columns exact. Here qj = Lie(Qj), q' = Lie(Q'). Note that the transversality
0 0 0
1 1 1
in Fig. 2-8 (p. 30).
We see that the map in the left-hand column qý -+ tj* is an isomorphism; this
provides the identification necessary to view the new weights ared as living in qj*.
We can state this result in another way, which generalizes immediately to abstract
weighted X-rays.
Proposition 2.8. Let Fe .Fm and let L = Lin(0(F)). The nonzero weights (ared)k
of Fred are the images of the nonzero weights aFl under the isomorphism t*/L -+
o t----j*
I
- t* T + -t 0
-1E 4E
Figure 2-8: Dual exact sequences.
"*/(L n ý*) defined by the diagram
(2.20)
0 3- L - t* t*/L - 0
The number of zero weights in (ared)Fred is the number of zero weights in aF minus
the rank of T'.
Proof. This follows from the discussion above and the identifications
O
It should now be fairly clear how to define the reduction of an abstract weighted
X-ray. Given a weighted X-ray (F, q, a) in A, consider any affine subspace BI C A
transverse to every wall of F. Define a new X-ray in 1B by
Fred = {F E F I O(F) nf l 01}
Ored(F) = O(F) n B
(2.21)
(2.22)
--- (t')* --- (q')* - 0
0 --- o Ln o* -- 3, 0* ---- */(L n i*) - 0O
and define the nonzero weights ared by the isomorphism in the following diagram:
0 -- L nB B- -   --- • B/(L n B) --- 0 (2.23)
o - L ---- A A/L - 0
(Here L = Lin(O(F)), and as usual, B is the underlying vector space of B.) As in
the Hamiltonian case, the right-hand arrow is an isomorphism since L and B are
transverse.
The proof that this produces a weighted X-ray is straightforward, and similar to
the proofs earlier in this section, so we skip it. More pertinently, the analysis of
reduction in the Hamiltonian case has shown
Proposition 2.9. Let (M,w, ) be a Hamiltonian T-space, and let (F, a, ) be its
associated weighted X-ray. Let T' C T be a subtorus and let (Mred,Wred, 7red) be the
reduction of M by T' at c E (t')*, as a Hamiltonian TIT'-space. Let B = i7r-(c).
Then the weighted X-ray associated to (Mred, Wred, lred) is given by the reduced X-ray
defined in (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) above.
In Chapter 4 we will use these results, in the case where the quotient torus H is
a circle, to reduce general wall-crossing problems to the circle case.
2.3.2 An Application
As a simple application of these operations on X-rays, we present the proof of Prop.
2.3: for every subchamber (W, P) of a weighted X-ray (F, 4, a), P is convex.
Proof of Prop. 2.3. Since W is a weighted X-ray in its own right, by Prop. 2.5, we will
assume without loss of generality that F is a connected, effective X-ray and F = M.
In other words, convexity of chambers implies convexity of subchambers.
Clearly a chamber is an (open) polytope, since it is cut out by the principal walls
of F. We want to prove it is a convex polytope. For any set S C A, S is convex iff
its intersection with every affine 2-plane is convex. Since P is a polytope, we only
have to check the intersection of P with a generic 2-plane. Now, a generic 2-plane II
intersects the X-ray F transversely, so, by the above discussion, the reduced X-ray
F n II is well-defined. The chambers of F will be convex iff the chambers of F n IH
are convex for generic HI. Hence without loss of generality we can assume F is a
2-dimensional X-ray.
So consider a chamber P of a 2-dimensional X-ray. P is an open planar polygon.
To prove it is convex we need to show that for every vertex p of P (technically, of
P), the edges of P coming out of p make an interior angle of less than rr. ("Interior"
meaning towards P.) There are two cases. If p is an exterior vertex, i.e. a vertex that
is a face of O(M), then the convexity of O(M) implies that the interior angle between
any two edges coming out of p must be less than 7r. If p is an interior vertex, then
by the Darboux condition, the cone on all the edges of F coming out of p must be
the entire plane. In other words, the edges cannot all lie on one side of a line. This
implies that the interior angle between the edges of P coming out of p must be less
than 7r. O
See Fig. 2-9 for a picture of a non-weighted X-ray with a nonconvex chamber P. We
can see that P fails to be convex because the interior vertex has edges that lie on one
side of a line.
Figure 2-9: A nonconvex chamber.
2.4 Simplifying Assumptions
There are various simplifying assumptions we can make on Hamiltonian actions and
their X-rays. Some of these will be useful when we explore the formulas in Chaps.
3 and 4. They may also be crucial in the classification problem for Hamiltonian
T-spaces, although much of that is still conjectural (see Chap. 5).
The first simplification is to assume that the images of the F's are distinct: we
say that (F, q) is an injective X-ray if the map q : F -+ Poly(A) is injective. This
allows us to drop the partial order F from the picture entirely, since it is determined
uniquely by the set of images {¢(F)}. This assumption very commonly holds; most
real-world examples of non-injective X-rays come from projecting a complicated X-ray
down to a lower-dimensional space in a non-generic way.
In an injective X-ray, the images of the walls are distinct sets, but they may
overlap. Sometimes we will assume the stronger condition that the walls do not
overlap:
Definition 2.5. An X-ray (F, q) is nonoverlapping if for every F, G E F, F # G,
with O(F) n O(G) $ 0, Lin(4(F)) $ Lin(k(G)).
Note that we still allow walls to intersect, as in the example of SU(3)/T above
(Fig. 2-1).
Here is the reason that we will often use this assumption.
Lemma 2.2. Any two subchambers (F, P1 ) and (F, P2 ) of a nonoverlapping X-ray .
meet along at most one wall of codimension 1 in F. More precisely, P1 nP2no (G) # 0
for at most one G < F with dim(G) = dim(F) - 1.
Proof. P1 and P2 are convex polytopes, by Prop. 2.3. By definition P1 n P2 = 0, so
P1 n P2 must lie in a single facet 8 of P1 . This facet must come from a codimension 1
wall G, with Aff(€(G)) = Aff(S). Since Y is nonoverlapping, such a wall is unique. O
This result simplifies the wall-crossing formulas in Chapters 3 and 4. We will see a
refinement in Corollary 4.1, while the overlapping case will be handled in Lemma 4.1.
The projected X-ray in Figure 2-4 is an example of an overlapping X-ray. Figure
2-10 shows a rank 2 overlapping X-ray (a nongeneric projection of a cube). This
X-ray is Hamiltonian: it is the X-ray of (CP1 )3 with a particular T2 -action.
Figure 2-10: An overlapping rank 2 X-ray.
We can define what it means for a weighted X-ray to have "isolated fixed points:"
it simply means that the vertices of F have no zero weights.
While the above conditions mainly ensure that the picture of an X-ray (which
shows the union of all of the polytopes ¢(F)) is an accurate representation of the
X-ray, we may actually want to assume that the picture itself is simple. For example,
a very strong condition we can put on an X-ray is that it have no internal structure
whatsoever. If we have a convex polytope S in A, then there is a minimal injective
X-ray associated to it: this is just the collection of all faces of S. If an X-ray is of this
form, it is called toric. (See Thm. 2.2 below for the reason behind this terminology.)
Note that a toric X-ray is automatically connected and nonoverlapping. A weighted
X-ray is called toric if the underlying X-ray is toric, and further, if all multiplicities
are one, that is, no two nonzero weights lie along the same edge.
An arbitrary polytope A C A is said to be simplicial if the edges coming out of
any fixed vertex are linearly independent. The Darboux condition tells us that toric
weighted X-rays correspond to simplicial polytopes:
Proposition 2.10. A connected, weighted X-ray (.F, 0, a) is toric exactly when for
every vertex P, the nonzero weights ap are independent.
Proof. Given a connected, weighted X-ray (7:, 0, a), suppose that for every vertex P,
the (nonzero) weights ap are independent. Assume also, without loss of generality,
that F is effective. We claim that " can have no internal vertices. For, the cone on
all of the weights of an internal vertex must be all of A, by the Darboux condition.
But the cone on an independent set of vectors can never be all of A.
We need to prove that there are no internal walls of F. Pick a vertex P (necessarily
external by the above reasoning). Since the weights of P are independent, any point
q E Int(q(M)) given by q = O(P) + 1 qkaP,k, qk > 0 cannot be given as O(P) plus a
linear combination of a proper subset of the weights. Hence no such interior q lies in a
proper subwall of F with P as a vertex. Therefore (T, q) has no interior subwalls, and
is simply a convex polytope and all of its faces. (Note that (T, 0) must be injective
by the uniqueness part of condition (1) in the definition of an X-ray.)
Conversely, if at some exterior vertex P the weights ap are not independent, then
there will be internal walls. This follows from looking at the local model generated
by non-independent weights, and the
Lemma 2.3. Let al,... ,a an  Rd be pairwise noncollinear vectors which are not
linearly independent, and which all lie on one side of a hyperplane. Then there is a
subset aj,,..., aj, whose linear span is a proper subspace of Span(al,..., a-), such
that
Coneo(aj,,..., c,) C Coneo(al,...,can),
where Cone' denotes the open positive cone on a set of vectors, i.e. the set of strictly
positive combinations of the vectors.
Proof of Lemma. We begin with some simplifications. Clearly we can assume without
loss of generality that al,..., a• span R d, and that d > 1. By reordering and change
of basis we can assume that al = el, a 2 = e2 ,..., ad = ed, the standard basis for Rd.
Then the conclusion obviously follows if some ak is in the open positive orthant for
some k > d. Hence assume from now on that no ak lies in the open positive orthant.
We can further assume that n = d + 1. For, if we can prove the result for d + 1
vectors, it holds for any n > d + 1, since adding vectors enlarges the open cone. So
let v = ad+1. Also, by the assumption that the vectors are polarized (i.e. they lie
on one side of a hyperplane), not all of the coefficients of v are negative. We can
further assume that none of the coefficients of v are zero, since that easily reduces to
the (d - 1)-dimensional problem. (For those worried about the start of this hidden
induction, the 2-dimensional case is completely trivial.)
So to sum up the simplifications, we have v = (v,. .. , vd), no vk = 0, not all vk < 0,
and not all vk > 0. Reorder so that we have vl,...,v, < 0, and v,+l,..., Vd > 0.
(Note 1 < r < d - 1.) Then we evidently have
r d
v + >3(-v)ej = E vjej
j=1 j=r+l
which is equivalent to both
r r d




v + (-2vj)ej + 1 ve = 2vjej. (2.25)
j=1 j=r+l j=r+l
The left hand side of equation (2.24) is a vector in the open cone on the subset
S1 = {el,...,er, v}, while the right hand side is in the open cone on all of the
vectors {el,..., ed, v}. Similarly, the right hand side of (2.25) is in the open cone on
S2 = {e,+l,..., ed}, and the left hand side is in the open cone on all of the vectors.
But the linear span of one of these subsets S1, S2 must be a proper subspace of Rd by
dimension counting: dim Span(S 1) < d if r < d - 1, and if r = d - 1, dim Span(S 2) =
dim Span({ed}) = 1 < d. Hence we have found the subset {faj,...., ajk as desired.
Translated into our language, the lemma simply says that any local model with non-
independent weights, all on one side of a hyperplane (e.g. the local model of an
exterior vertex), will have internal walls. Hence any toric X-ray must have indepen-
dent weights at all vertices, hence must be a simplicial polytope. O
In the Hamiltonian setting, toric X-rays come from toric varieties (hence the
name).
Definition 2.6. A symplectic toric variety, or Delzant space, is an effective
Hamiltonian T d-space of dimension 2d.
(I allow these spaces to be orbifolds.)
These spaces have been studied extensively, see e.g. [Ful93]. The first name
comes from the fact that they are projective algebraic varieties with actions of the
complexification of Td. The second comes from the pioneering work of Delzant on
the symplectic theory of these spaces, including
Theorem 2.2 ([Del88]). Let T = Td and let (M,w, ) be a connected, effective
Hamiltonian T-space of dimension 2d. Then O(M) is a rational, simplicial polytope,
and the X-ray of M is toric.
Furthermore, given a rational, simplicial, unimodular4 polytope A C t*, there is a
unique effective Hamiltonian T-manifold of dimension 2d which has O(M) = A.
Hence, from our point of view, Delzant spaces are exactly those space with toric
X-rays and isolated fixed points.
4 Here unimodular means that for every vertex p of A, the edges coming out of p are the rays
on a set ao, ... ad of vectors which form a Z-basis for the lattice A. This condition ensures that M
is a manifold. Without this condition, M will be an orbifold, and some additional information is
required to specify M [LT].
Another simple fact to note is that any (regular) reduction of a toric variety is a
point. For, counting dimensions, we have
dim Ma = dim M - 2 dim T
= 2d - 2d
= 0.
Since Ma is always connected (cf. [Kir84a]) it is a point.
We can apply this idea to any wall of an X-ray. A wall (W, O(W)) of an X-ray is
called Delzant if, considered as an X-ray in its own right (as in Prop. 2.5), it is toric.
Such a wall has no internal structure, and is just an ordinary convex polytope.
It is often useful to assume that all principal walls (and hence all proper subwalls)
of an X-ray are Delzant. We refer to such an X-ray as having "only Delzant walls."
There is an equivalent condition on the weights, which we state for effective X-rays
for simplicity:
Proposition 2.11. Let dimA = d. Then an effective weighted X-ray ('F,,c a) in
A has only Delzant walls exactly when for every vertex P, any d weights at P are
independent.
Proof. First note that the condition that any d weights are independent is equivalent
to saying that any (d - 1) weights are independent and no other weight lies in their
span.
By the Darboux condition, a codimension 1 wall is generated by a set of vectors
which span a (d - 1)-dimensional subspace of A. If the wall is Delzant, then by
Prop. 2.10, the weights in that subspace must be independent. So there must be only
(d - 1) of them. Since no other weight can lie in their span, any d weights will be
independent.
Conversely, if any d weights are independent, then the walls are generated by
independent sets of (d - 1) vectors, hence are Delzant. O
X-rays with only Delzant walls often come up in nature, because they are, in some
limited sense, generic. Specifically, if we start with a toric variety M acted on by T,
and we look at a subtorus H C T, then the resulting X-ray is a projection of a toric
X-ray to a lower dimensional space. It is easy to see from the preceding proposition
that generically, such projections have Delzant walls.
Example. Consider the standard action of Tn+1 on projective space CP" given
infinitesimally in homogeneous coordinates by
v. [z] = [ivlz1 ,... , ivz].
This action is not effective, since the diagonal acts trivially by definition. However the
action of the quotient T = T"n+/S 1 is effective. The action of Tn+1 is Hamiltonian,
with moment map
(z) = 11Z zk2 k
Figure 2-11: X-ray of M = CP 4 , with 2-torus action.
The moment image is therefore just the standard n-simplex embedded in Rn+l (up
to the factor of 1/2).
Now if we take a subtorus H of T" +1 that is transverse to the diagonal (equiva-
lently, take a subtorus of T) and restrict the action to H, the resulting moment image
will be the projection of a simplex onto a lower-dimensional space. Generically, the
resulting X-ray will be nonoverlapping and Delzant. Figure 2-11 shows the case of
CPQ4 with a 2-torus action (the picture is in R2).

Chapter 3
Cobordism and the Signature of
the Reduced Spaces
We start with an absolutely essential fact about symplectic reduction.
Proposition 3.1. Let (M,w, ) be a compact, connected Hamiltonian T-space. Let
a, b E Areg lie in the same chamber P. Then the two reduced spaces Ma and Mb are
diffeomorphic.
Proof. The restricted map : -'(P) -+ P is a submersion with compact fibers.
By Ehresmann's theorem, it is a fibration. Since P is connected, all of the fibers are
diffeomorphic. Since € is T-equivariant, the fibers -1 (a) and 0-Y(b) are equivariantly
diffeomorphic, and therefore
Ma = q-1(a)/T - -7'(b)/T = Mb.
Hence any topological invariant of the reduced spaces Ma (a E Areg) will be a function
only of the chamber that a is in, making it essentially combinatorial. So it is plausible
that such an invariant would only depend on the X-ray data (or equivalently, on the
weight data).
One such invariant is the signature of the reduced space. In this chapter we use
the symplectic cobordism results of Ginzburg, Guillemin and Karshon [GGK96] [Kar]
to derive a formula, Theorem 3.7, that expresses the signature of a reduced space Ma
in terms of weight data. This formula involves a sum over all of the T-fixed point
components. In the next chapter we will derive a different, but equivalent, formula,
which gives the change in the signature of Ma when a crosses a wall between two
chambers.
The idea behind Theorem 3.7 is simple. The localization result states that any
Hamiltonian T-space is cobordant, in an appropriate sense, to the disjoint union of the
normal bundles of the fixed point components. This notion of cobordism commutes
with reduction, so a reduced space Ma is also cobordant to a union of bundles over the
fixed point components, where the fibers are now toric varieties. Since the signature is
a cobordism invariant, and since it is multiplicative for fiber bundles, we get a formula
for the signature of Ma in terms of the signatures of the fixed point components and
of various toric varieties. The latter signatures are purely combinatorial invariants of
a and of the weights.
3.1 Symplectic Cobordism and Localization
As in the previous chapter, let T be a torus of rank d, and let (M, w, q) be a Hamilto-
nian T-manifold of dimension 2n. Throughout most of this chapter, we will only be
interested in the T-fixed point components, so label these F1,... Fm. (The fixed point
components of all subtori, and the complete X-ray, will return in Chap. 4.) Denote
the nonzero weights of the normal bundle to F, by {ar,k} (we do not need to include
the zero weights explicitly right now).
We will state the cobordism results in a way that essentially corresponds to that
of [GGK96], although we use some refinements from Karshon's presentation in [Kar].
She introduces a slightly new definition of cobordism, which elegantly allows for
noncompact manifolds by requiring all spaces to have proper moment maps.
The main result is a localization theorem, stating that any Hamiltonian torus
action is cobordant to a sum of local models at the fixed points. Karshon's expanded
notion of noncompact cobordism allows us to identify these local models as the normal
bundles to the fixed point sets.
We use the following definition of cobordism.
Definition 3.1. Let (Mi,wl, '1) and (M2 ,w 2 , 02) be two Hamiltonian T-spaces of
dimension 2n, with 01, 2 proper. M1 and M2 are cobordant as Hamiltorian T-
spaces if there is a presymplecticI 2n + 1-dimensional oriented Hamiltonian T-space
W with proper moment map q, such that aW = M1 U (-M 2 ), e1M, = Oi.
The key here is the requirement that the moment maps involved be proper; this
turns out to be an acceptable substitute for the usual requirement that the spaces
be compact. Note also that we need to explicitly require W to be oriented, since
a presymplectic manifold does not have a canonical orientation (indeed, it may not
even be orientable).
The essential fact about this notion of cobordism is that it commutes with reduc-
tion:
Proposition 3.2 ([Karl). Let (Mi,wi, c1) and (M2 ,w2, 0 2) be cobordant as Hamil-
tonian T-spaces. Let a E t* be a regular value of 01 and 42. Then the reduced spaces
(Mi)a and (M2)a are cobordant (as compact oriented orbifolds2 ).
The crucial result from [GGK96] and [Kar] is the localization theorem. This can
be seen as a geometric antecedent to the theorems of Duistermaat and Heckman
[DH82] and of Jeffrey and Kirwan [JK95].
II.e. the two-form w is not required to be nondegenerate (nor can it be, since W has odd dimen-
sion). The definition of a Hamiltonian action is exactly the same for presymplectic spaces.
2Note that even if M, and M 2 are manifolds, we allow them to be cobordant by an orbifold.
We will state the theorem first in the case of isolated fixed points, to get the idea
straight. The case of non-isolated fixed points is no more complicated in essence, but
is slightly more complicated to write down.
The localization results depend on a polarization, defined as follows. Choose a
fixed vector ( E t, called a polarizing vector for M, such that a,,k(ý) # 0 for all r, k.
(Such vectors are generic.) We will also say that ( polarizes M. Let er,k = sgn(ar,k(ý))
and a, = #I{kEr,k = -1}. The polarized weights are then defined as a ,k = Er,k' ar,k
The theorem says that the whole space M is cobordant to the disjoint union of
local models, these local models being determined by the weights and the values of
the moment map on the fixed points. So, let us first pin down what a local model
will be in the isolated fixed point case. The data for a local model will be n weights
a = {al,... r, E A C t*} of T; a point b E t*; and a polarizing vector ý, i.e. ý E t
such that ak(() - 0 Vk. The polarized weights a# with respect to ý, and sk, ak
are defined as above. The local model corresponding to this data is the Hamiltonian
T-space
V = V((a,b, ) = C=
with the infinitesimal action of T given by
v. z = (i 1(v)z1,...,ian(v)Z),
with moment map





(We include the translation b to be able to match up with the value of the moment map
at a fixed point, in the localization theorem.) Note that because we have polarized
the weights, the moment map #,b is proper.
In the sequel, we will have to be very careful with orientations. We note here that
there are two natural orientations that we could put on the space V = V(a, b, ý): the
complex orientation, and the symplectic orientation coming from the form (3.1). The
former we will use as the official orientation for V(a, b, (). When we want to refer to
V with the symplectic orientation, we will denote it by V#(a, b, ý). Note that these
orientations differ by (-1)G.
We are now ready to state the localization theorem.
Theorem 3.1 ([GGK96],[Kar]). Let (M, w, 0) be a compact, 2n-dimensional Hamil-
tonian T-space. Assume that the action of T has isolated fixed points. Suppose that (
polarizes M. For each fixed point p E MT, denote the weights of the isotropy action
of T on TpM by ap = {ap,k E t*}. Then M is cobordant as a Hamiltonian T-space
to the disjoint union of the local models at the T-fixed points:
M I V(ap, (p), ) (3.2)
pEMT
U (-1)"P V*#(ap, (P),) (3.3)
PEMT
Evidently we need to know what happens when we take the symplectic reduction
of a local model. But this is just one of the standard constructions of toric varieties,
which I will quickly review. (See also [Gui94].)
Since V = (C as a vector space, it carries the product action of (S1)n C (Cx )n.
This action is Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic form w# , with moment
map
:z 2Eek zk 26ek
k=1
where {ek} are the standard basis vectors for (R")*, the dual of the Lie algebra of
(SI ) n . The action determined by the weights a on V is simply the pullback of this
action by the map A : T -+ (S1 )" defined by
exp(v) '-+ (eiall(v), , e ian(v)),
whose corresponding Lie algebra map we will also denote by a:
t R"
v 1 ( vl(V), ... , a,(v)).
We also have a dual map a* : (Rf)* -+ t*, and we have 0#,b = a* o + b. Hence
S= #,b is invariant under (Si)". Therefore (S1)" acts on 0-'(a) for any a E t*.
The quotient torus H = (Si)"/ Im(T) acts on the quotient space
X(a, a, b, ý) = -'1(a)/T.
Since the (S 1)"-action on V is effective, the action of H on X is effective. Counting
dimensions, we see that H is an (n - d)-torus, and dimX = 2(n - d), so X is a
toric variety. (Note that it may be an orbifold.) We can easily identify its moment
polytope. The image under ' of 0-l(a) lies in an affine subspace parallel to t*, and
the moment map for the H-action on the reduced space is obtained by an arbitrary
translation of € into [,*, as in Sec. 2.1. Hence, up to translation, the moment polytope
of the toric variety X(a, a, b, ý) is simply
A(aa, b,) := (- 1(a)) = *((a*)-l(a - b))
- (-1((a*)-1(a - b)))
S(a*)-l(a - b) n Im
= (*)-l(a - b)n R n (3.4)
Ix E R'  I: zka = a - b} (3.5)
(RI_ is the positive orthant in Rn.) This result is crucial to us, since toric varieties
are (almost) completely determined by their moment polytopes. (For toric orbifolds,
some additional data is necessary to specify the orbifold isotropy groups. However,
this is purely torsion information, which is irrelevant to the rational invariants we
want to calculate.)
Note: since X = X(a, a, b, ý) arises as a symplectic reduction, it has the orienta-
tion coming from the symplectic orientation V# .This will lead to the appearance of
the sign (-1)0 in the formulas below.
The reduced version of the localization theorem now follows from Thm. 3.1, Prop.
3.2, and Eq. (3.5):
Theorem 3.2. Let (M,w, k) be a compact Hamiltonian T-space with isolated fixed
points. Let ( be a polarizing vector for M, and let a E t* be a regular value of 0.
Then there is a cobordism of compact oriented orbifolds
Ma "_ J (-1)OPX(ap,, (p), a ) (3.6)
pEMT
where X(a, a, 0(p), ý) is a toric variety with moment polytope A(a, a, 0(p), ().
When the fixed points are not isolated, all of this gets relativized: the local models
will now be the normal bundles of the fixed point sets. This motivates the following
definition. Let a l,... am again be weights of T, let 6 be a polarizing vector for these
weights, and let bE t*.
Definition 3.2. A local model corresponding to ax,... am, (, b is any Hamiltonian
T-space of the following form: a Hermitian T-equivariant vector bundle E over a
compact, connected, symplectic, trivial T-space F, with weights a,.... am, together
with the map
:E-Vt*, v-+b+2 I|vk2 k
k=l
(where v = vk is the decomposition of v into T-isotypic components), and a closed
2-form w# on E, which is symplectic on the fibers of E, and for which 0 is a moment
map.
Roughly, a local model over F is a bundle over F whose fibers are copies of
V(a, b, ý). Note: given any bundle E over such an F, such a form w# exists, by
minimal coupling; see [GLS96]. However, w# need not be symplectic except in a
neighborhood of the zero section.
We need to know what happens to such a space under symplectic reduction. Since
E fibers over a trivial T-space F, so will the reduction. Since the fibers are simply
copies of V(a, b, ý), we have
Lemma 3.1. Let E -+ F be a local model corresponding to a, ý, b. Let a E t*. Then
the (pre)symplectic reduction Ea is a fiber bundle over F with fiber X(a, a, b, ý).
The essential point here is that with this definition of the Hamiltonian action on
Nr, the moment map is proper, so the reduction is compact. Note also that Ea is an
associated bundle of the oriented orthonormal frame bundle of E. For, the T-action
on the fibers of E commutes with the action of the structure group, so the structure
group acts naturally on the reduction by T. In particular, the structure group of the
reduced bundle is compact and connected. Note that if a-b ý Cone(a#), X(a, a, b, ()
and hence EL will be empty.
Given any compact Hamiltonian T-space with fixed point components F1,... Fm,
the normal bundle Nr to any Fr is a complex vector bundle, as we mentioned in the
previous chapter. Pick a T-invariant metric on M to make it into a Hermitian vector
bundle. The base is obviously a trivial T-space, so Nr can be equipped with the
structure of a local model as given above, where b is the constant value ¢(Fr).
Once again we need to be careful about orientations. We will denote by Nr the
normal bundle with the fiber orientation derived from its structure as a complex vector
bundle. The normal bundle with the fiber orientation coming from the symplectic
structure w# will be denoted by N•#
With this definition of Nr as a Hamiltonian T-space, the Ginzburg-Guillemin-
Karshon localization theorem now says [Kar]
M l Nr (3.7)
r -1) "'N#. (3.8)
r
Combining this with reduction and lemma 3.1 we have
Theorem 3.3 ([Kar]). Let (M, w, q) be a compact Hamiltonian T-space. Let a t*




and each (N # )a is a fiber bundle over Fr with fiber Xr = X(a~, a, O(Fr), 6), and with
compact connected structure group.
The essential data here are the polytopes
Ar:= A(ar, a, ¢(Fr), 6) = (a*)-l(a - O(Fr)) n Rn (3.9)
associated to the toric fiber of NI. We will see in the next section how the signature
formula comes down to the combinatorics of these polytopes.
3.2 The Signature Formula
Among the topological invariants that are preserved by cobordism, there is one that
is singled out by being multiplicative for any fiber bundle with oriented fiber and
compact connected structure group: the signature. We recall the
Definition 3.3. Given a connected, compact, oriented 4k-dimensional manifold M,
the signature Sign(M) is defined to be the signature of the symmetric bilinear pairing
H 2k(M,Q) 0 H 2k(M,Q) -+ H4k(M,Q) 2- Q given by the cup product. If M has
dimension 4k + 2 we define Sign(M) = 0. The signature is not defined for odd-
dimensional manifolds.
Note that the signature is in fact defined for any rational homology manifold,
hence for any orbifold [Ful93].
The signature is of course an important and natural invariant of a manifold (or
orbifold). Its special significance to this work is expressed by the following two results.
Theorem 3.4. The signature is an invariant of oriented orbifold cobordism.
Proof. This was proved for manifolds by Thom (see Hirzebruch [Hir66]). The proof
relies only on Poincar6 duality, hence it works for rational homology manifolds, hence
for orbifolds. O
The second result concerns the multiplicativity of the signature, and is a slight
modification of a result of Chern, Hirzebruch, and Serre [CHS57]:
Theorem 3.5. Let E -+ B be a fiber bundle with fiber F such that
1. E, B, F are compact connected oriented orbifolds;
2. the structure group of E is compact and connected.
If E, B, F are oriented coherently, then
Sign(E) = Sign(B) Sign(F).
Proof. Chern, Hirzebruch and Serre prove that the conclusion follows from condition
(1), with "manifold" in place of orbifold, and condition
2'. The fundamental group 7r (B) acts trivially on H*(F).
As above, their proof uses only Poincar6 duality (and the spectral sequence of a
fibration), and hence applies equally well to rational homology manifolds, such as
orbifolds. Also, condition (2) implies (2'). For, the action of 7ri(B) factors through
the structure group; and the action of a compact connected group on cohomology is
trivial. Our version of the theorem then follows. OI
To emphasize the special role of the signature, we briefly mention
Theorem 3.6 (Borel, Hirzebruch; see [HBJ92]). The signature is the only ra-
tional invariant of oriented cobordism that is multiplicative in the sense of Theorem
3.5 and takes the value 1 on CP 2.
These two results about the signature, together with Thm. 3.3, immediately give
the formula
Sign(Ma) = E(-1)r" Sign(Fr) Sign(Xr). (3.10)
We now focus on calculating the last factor explicitly.
It turns out that the signature of a toric variety is given by two reasonably simple
combinatorial formulas. Recall that a toric variety is Kahler, so it has Hodge numbers
hP'q. One consequence of a Kihler structure is the following formula for the signature
(see Griffiths and Harris, [GH78], 125-126):
Sign(X) = E (-1)phP'q(X). (3.11)
p+q even
The Hodge structure on a toric variety is very simple: all of the cohomology is in
HP'P ([Ful93]). Hence in the toric case, formula (3.11) reduces to
m m
Sign(X) = E(-1)PhP'P(X) = E(-1)b2p(X) (3.12)
p=1  p=1
for a toric manifold of dimension 2m.
The proof of (3.11) given in [GH78] is for Kiihler manifolds; however,
Proposition 3.3. This formula also holds for toric orbifolds.
Proof. The proof given by Griffiths and Harris shows that (3.11) is a formal conse-
quence of the Hodge structure on the cohomology of X, including the Hard Lefshetz
theorem. On any projective, complex algebraic variety, (rational) intersection coho-
mology has such a Hodge structure. Fulton [Ful93] shows that for toric orbifolds, the
ordinary rational cohomology is equal to their rational intersection cohomology. So
the signature formula holds for a toric orbifold. O
Note that since the odd Betti numbers of a toric variety (indeed of any Hamiltonian
T-space) vanish [GS84b], one amusing way to write formula 3.12 is in terms of the
Poincar6 polynomial:
Sign(X) = Px(i). (3.13)
We will see in Sec. 4.5 that this is in fact true for any symplectic reduction of a
Hamiltonian T-space with isolated fixed points.
The Betti numbers of a toric variety can be obtained from its moment polytope
in the following way. Given a polytope A C Rq, choose a polarizing vector C E (R")*
(i.e. C does not annihilate any edge of A). Define the index t(A, v) of a vertex v of A
to be the number of edges e coming out of v such that C(e) < 0. A standard Morse
theory argument shows
Proposition 3.4. [Kir84a] The even Betti numbers of a toric variety with moment
polytope A are given by
b2 k = #v I((A, v) = k}.
Note that the numbers #{v I t(A, v) = k} are independent of the polarization, a
notable combinatorial fact.
There is a second formula for the Betti numbers (see Fulton [Ful93]). It does not
rely on a polarization, but it requires us to count all of the faces, not just the vertices.
It is most elegantly stated in terms of the Poincard polynomial.
For a polytope A of dimension q, let mi(A) denote the number of faces of A of
dimension j. (Note mq = 1.)
Proposition 3.5. The Poincard polynomial of a toric variety X with moment poly-
tope A is given by
q
Px(t) = mj(A)(t2 - 1)j. (3.14)
j=1
Hence the even Betti numbers are given by
b2k(X) = (-1)-k ()m(A). (3.15)
j=k
Hence we obtain the following two formulas for the signature of a toric variety in
terms of its moment polytope:
Sign(X) = #{ vertices with even index }
-#{ vertices with odd index } (3.16)
= (-2)jmj(A). (3.17)
j=o
Note that this proves an amusing combinatorial fact, namely that the two quantities
(3.16) and (3.17) agree for any rational simplicial polytope (since there is a toric
variety that corresponds to such a polytope). We define a function Signa on any
rational simplicial polytope by the formula (3.16), or equivalently (3.17).
Hence we obtain a formula for the signature of a reduced space in terms of fixed
point data (and a polarization).
Theorem 3.7. Let (M,w, q) be a Hamiltonian T-space with T-fixed point compo-
nents Fr. Let a be a regular value of the moment map. Polarize M by ý E t and
define or and Ar as above. Then the signature of the reduced space is given by
Sign(Ma) = Z(-1)ar Sign(F,) Signa(Ar). (3.18)
r
A vanishing theorem appears as a corollary:
Corollary 3.1. Let M be a Hamiltonian T-space and let a be a regular value of the
moment map. Assume that none of the fixed-point sets have dimension divisible by 4.
Then Sign(Ma) = 0.
We will give examples in the next two sections, as we develop methods for simpli-
fying the formula (3.18).
3.3 Circle Actions
It is instructive to specialize to the case of a circle action (d = 1), since the combi-
natorial geometry is much simpler. Also, we will see in the next chapter that we can
derive formulas for the general torus case from the case of a circle action.
Given a Hamiltonian Sl-space (M, w, q) and a polarizing vector (, choose an
identification of Lie(S 1 ) with R that makes C point in the positive direction. Then
the moment map is simply a real-valued function. Let F1,... Fm be the fixed point
components, and let r, = q(F,). The weights a, of a fixed point component F,
are simply integers. Let f, and b. be the number of positive and negative weights,
respectively, of Fr. Let qr = f, + b. be the half-rank of the normal bundle. Then the
signature formula reduces, for a E A,g, to
Sign(Ma) = E (-1)brSign(F,) Sign,(A,) (3.19)
r, 4O<a
where A, is just a (q, - 1)-simplex. For,
A, = I{x e RE  I kk = a - ,r} (3.20)
by (3.5). (For a < O(r), A, will be empty, so we need not include these r in the sum
(3.19).)
It is easy to evaluate the polytope signature of a simplex:
Lemma 3.2. Let 6 be a simplex of dimension q - 1. Then{1 if q is odd
Signa() = 0 if q is even.
Proof. We can prove this using either formula for the polytope signature.
1. For a simplex, mj = (j) so
Sign () = q(-2)j 1
j=o
j=1
= (-1/2)[(1 - 2)q - 1]
which equals 0 or 1 as stated.
2. We can assume without loss of generality that the simplex is the standard (q- 1)-
simplex A = {x E Rq I E Xk = 1}. The vertices of A are the standard basis
vectors ek, and the edges are of the form ek - el. Any vector ( = (1, ... , (q) E
(Rq)* with (1 < (2 ... < q and Z Ck = 0 polarizes A. The indices of the vertices
are
t(A, ek) = #/C(e -- ek) < 0} (3.21)
Sk- 1 (3.22)
Hence the signature is 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 ... = 0 or 1 as stated.
Hence the formula for the circle case is quite simple. Let S be the set {r I b, +f, is odd}. Then
Sign(Ma) = (-1)br Sign(Fr). (3.23)
rES, Or<a
In the case of isolated fixed points, if n = (dim M)/2 is even, then S is empty and
all of the signatures vanish (simply because the reduced spaces are 4k+2-dimensional).
If n is odd,
Sign(Ma) = (-1)br.  (3.24)
r, Or<a
One way to interpret the formula (3.23) is that when we cross from below Or to
above it, we pick up a multiple of the signature of Fr. That multiple only depends
on the number of negative weights br (weights pointing "back", hence the letter we
use) and the number of positive ("forward") weights fr.
More precisely, let Fr be a fixed point component. Let al < Or < a2 and assume
that no other fixed point component maps to [al, a2] (so in particular no other fixed
point component has the same moment image as Fr). (See Fig. 3-1.) Define the
al r a2
Figure 3-1: Wall Crossing in the Circle Case.
function ws : N x N -+ Z by
sf, b) (-1)b if f + b is odd (3.25)
0 if f + b is even.
Then
Sign(M,2) - Sign(M,,) = ws(fr, br) Sign(Fr). (3.26)
The idea of "wall-crossing," and generalizations of (3.26) will be central to what
follows.
Example. Let M = CP' and choose a circle action such that the X-ray is as in
Figure 3-2. Note that since this is the projection of a simplex, at each vertex, there
is one weight pointing towards each other vertex. (I.e., vertex p has three weights
pointing to the right, vertex q has one pointing left and two pointing right, etc.) Since
all fixed points are isolated, the wall-crossing rule (3.26) gives the signatures shown in
the figure. These agree with a direct calculation of the reduced spaces, which easily
shows that the reductions in the outer two chambers are CP2 (possibly weighted),
which has signature 1, and the reduction in the inner chamber is CP1 x CP1 (again
possibly with orbifold singularities), which has signature 0.
0 1 0 1 0
..... p 0 p ....
p q r s
Figure 3-2: Wall Crossing Example: CP3 with Circle Action.
3.4 Wall-Crossing in the Delzant Case
In the case of a Delzant wall (see Sec. 2.4) we can derive a simple "wall-crossing" rule
for the signature from Theorem 3.7. We will see much more about wall-crossing in
the next chapter, but for now we concentrate on this particularly simple situation.
Recall from Section 2.4 that a wall of an X-ray is called Delzant when it has no
internal structure. We want to derive a formula for the change in the signature of the
reduced space Ma as we cross such a wall.
More precisely, for the remainder of this section, let (M, w, 0) be a connected,
effective Hamiltonian T-space. Consider two adjacent chambers P1 and P2, and as-
sume that the two chambers P1 and P2 of Jr meet along a unique principal wall W
(for example, we could assume that F is nonoverlapping, which guarantees this by
Lemma 2.2). Further assume that W is a Delzant wall. See Fig. 3-3.
The signatures of the reduced spaces give well-defined numbers to each side of the
wall: Sign, := Sign(Ma,,) for any al E P1 , and similarly for Sign 2. The set t* \ Aff(W)
has two components, C1 and C2, containing P1 and P2 respectively. Let p = k(Fj)
be a vertex belonging to W. Let b be the number of weights at p lying in C1, and let
f be the number of weights lying in C2. In the language of X-rays, this means the
following: t*/ Lin(W) is 1-dimensional, and the two components of t*/ Lin(W) \ {0}
are the images of C1 and C2. Then b is the number of weights of W lying in the image
of C1, and f is the number of weights of W lying in the image of C2. Note that we
can read off b and f by counting the number of edges (with multiplicities) coming
out of p of W in the direction of C1 and C2 respectively.
Figure 3-3: Wall Crossing. Here f = 2, b = 1.
Recall the definition of the function ws from (3.25).
Theorem 3.8. The change in signature across a Delzant wall is given by
Sign 2 - Sign1 = ws(f, b) Sign(Fj). (3.27)
Proof. To compare the two signatures, we use Theorem 3.7, and a careful choice
of polarization ý, as well as of the points al, a2 . First, divide the family aj of
weights at p = ¢(Fj) into the three subfamilies af = { forward weights }, cb =
{ backward weights }, and aW = { weights along edges of W}.
Let ýo E t be a nonzero vector in Ann(Lin(W)) (which is 1-dimensional) pointing in
the direction of C2. Let C1 E t be a nonzero vector such that for any weight oj,k E aW,
1(aj,k) > 0. Such a C1 always exists: for, the wall W is a convex polytope, and since
it is a Delzant wall, p is an honest (exterior) vertex. Hence the edges of W coming
out of p lie on one side of a hyperplane, and the weights in aw can be polarized by
C1 as desired.
Let ý = ýo +eC1, with e > 0 chosen such that for any weight aj,k E ab, I(aj,k) < 0.
(This is possible since there are only a finite number of weights in ab.)
Choose al E P1, a2 E P2 close enough to p such that for any other vertex q of W,
-(a - q) < 0 and C(b- q) < 0 (this is possible by our choice of C1.) In addition, choose
a2 in the intersection of all the open cones of the form
Cone (aw U oak , j,k E oa U a
It is easily seen that this intersection I is nonempty; further for any a2 in I, and any
subset S of the polarized weights at p, if the cone on S at p contains a2, then S must
contain all of the weights at p along edges of W. (Both statements follow from the
fact that W has codimension one and all the polarized weights lie on one side of W.)
The essential point is that given this choice of polarization, the wall W becomes an
exterior wall of the cone on the polarized weights.
In Fig. 3-4 we show the kernel of such a ( (a hyperplane in general) and acceptable
choices of al, a2. The single backwards weight at p gets flipped into the polarized
weight shown as a dotted line. Note that we choose a2 between the dotted line and
the wall W.
Ker·..a / C2Ker ........ ... " a2
.......... . ...............
Figure 3-4: Choice of polarization and al, a2.
Claim: in the sum on the right hand side of equation (3.18), the only term that
changes between Sign(M,, ) and Sign(M,2) is the one coming from p. For, the term
coming from any vertex q will change exactly when we cross a wall generated by
the weights at q, since the combinatorics of the polytope Ar (and hence its polytope
signature Signa(A,)) only change when we cross such a wall. But by our Delzant
assumption, the only vertices of the X-ray which generate the wall W are external
vertices; and by our choice of al and a2 above, none of these vertices besides p
contributes to the sum for either Sign(M, ) or Sign(Ma2).
Hence we only need to analyze the change in the term coming from p:
Sign(Ma2) - Sign(Ma,) = (-1)'p Sign(Fj)(Sign,(Aj(a 2)) - Signa(Aj(al))) (3.28)
However Aj(al) is empty, by our choice of ý. For, all of the weights aj,k pointing into
C1 have ý(aj,k) < 0, so the polarized weights ack all point into C2. Hence there are
no solutions to the equation
Z xkAc =a - p, Xk >O.
The polytope Aj(a 2), on the other hand, is a simplex. We can verify this by
counting its vertices, as follows. The vertices of Aj(a 2) correspond exactly to the
combinations of linearly independent weights a# that sum to a2 - p. Hence the
number of vertices of Aj(a 2) is exactly the number of linearly independent subsets of
the set of polarized weights at p which contain a2 - p in their positive cone. Now,
by the choice of a2, the sets S of weights which have a2 - p in their positive cone are
exactly those that include aW as a subset. Since there are d - 1 weights in aW, any
such linearly independent set S must be aW union a singleton. So if m is the total
number of (nonzero) weights at p, the number of vertices of Aj(a 2) is m - (d - 1).
Since Aj(a 2) is an (m - d)-dimensional polytope, it must be a simplex. We have seen
in Sec. 3.3 that the polytope signature of a simplex is given by 0 if m - d = f + b is
even, 1 if it is odd. All that remains to prove the theorem is to calculate aj, but by
our choice of polarization, the negative weights are exactly the ones pointing back,
into C1 , so aj = b. Hence the change in signature is given by (3.27). O
Example. Consider CP4 as a T 2-action, as in Sec. 2.4. Recall that this space has
isolated fixed points, and all of the walls are Delzant (in particular, all multiplicities
are 1). So the wall-crossing formula gives the signatures shown in Figure 3-5.
Figure 3-5: Signatures of reduced spaces of CIP4 .
We give two other examples, both coadjoint orbits, in Figures 3-6 and 3-7. The
first is a generic coadjoint orbit of SO(5) (type B2 ) and the second, a generic orbit of
G2 . These X-rays also have isolated fixed points and Delzant walls (just as in the case
of SU(3), discussed in Chapter 2). We note, however, that for higher-rank coadjoint
orbits, Delzant walls are few and far between, as Allen Knutson pointed out to us.
Note that we can calculate the change in signature using any vertex 4 , of W.
This leads to the following corollary. We say that the fixed point components F, and
F, are simply linked if O(F,) and ¢(F,) are both vertices of a Delzant wall W, and
f, + br = f, + b, is odd. This relation generates an equivalence relation, the linking
relation. (In many cases, this relation simply tells whether there is a path from O(F,)
to ¢(F,) along Delzant walls.) We have
M-1
I lo1D






Figure 3-7: Signatures for generic coadjoint orbit of type G2.
Corollary 3.2. Suppose the fized point components F, and F, of M are such that O,
and 0, are linked. Then I Sign(Fr)I = I Sign(F,) .
This is an interesting restriction on the topology of the fixed point components.
(Note: this corollary can be proved directly from a localization theorem for the sig-
nature [Woo].)
Another corollary concerns the isolated fixed point case.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that M has isolated fixed points. Then
I Signi, - Sign,2 I = 1 or 0
across a Delzant wall.
In the next chapter, we will see how to derive wall-crossing formulas for the case
of a non-Delzant wall. The general formula is a natural generalization of (3.27), but




Recursive Invariants of X-rays
In the previous chapter we obtained from the fixed-point formula (3.18) a wall-crossing
result (3.27) in the case of Delzant walls. In the non-Delzant case, we will get a
recursive version of this formula: the number we get for crossing a wall of codimension
k will in turn be obtained by a wall-crossing procedure in codimension k + 1. This
may sound involved, but with the proper bookkeeping, it is really quite simple. The
weighted X-ray introduced in Chap. 2 is exactly the device we need.
We know from Prop. 3.1 that topological invariants of reductions, like the signa-
ture, are functions only of the set of chambers of the moment polytope. We want
to elaborate on this idea slightly. So far, we have only considered the set of regular
values Areg as places where we can reduce. However, every point in the moment
polytope is a regular value for some Hamiltonian action. Precisely, let Fj E .F be a
fixed point component of the subtorus Tj, and let Aj = ¢(Fj). Fix a subchamber
P C Aj (see sec. 2.2). For any point q E P, q is a regular value of the moment map
for the action of the quotient torus Hi', so we can form the symplectic reduction
(Fj//Hj)q = (-1'(q) n Fj)/H3 . (4.1)
Note that if q lies in Areg this is simply the usual symplectic reduction of M at
q. However, when q Are,g it is to be carefully distinguished from the singular
reduction q-Y(q)/T, which is not even an orbifold in general [SL91]. We must make
the usual caveat that this space depends not only on q E t* but also on the fixed
point component Fj. If there are two Fj, Fk whose moment images both contain q,
we must specify which fixed point component we are restricting to before taking the
reduction. We will use the notation M) to denote (Fj//Hj)q,, and when there is no
ambiguity, simply M(q).
The recursive formulas (Thm. 4.2 and Thm. 4.2) for invariants that we will derive
later in fact calculate the given invariants on all of these "subreductions." Clearly,
however, the bookkeeping threatens to get a little involved. The X-ray provides the
setting in which the recursive procedures involved are clearest. Hence, we now turn
'We must technically pick a fixed translation of Aff(Aj) into Ann(tj) to say this, but the formula
(4.1) doesn't depend on this choice.
to an abstract formulation of the kinds of formulas we will derive.
4.1 Abstract Recursive Invariants
Fix a weighted X-ray (.F, €, a) in an affine space A. Let the set of all subchambers
(F, P) of F be denoted by Q, or Qy when we need to be precise. We are interested
in certain functions I : Q -+ R where R is a ring (usually R = Z, but we will see
R = Z [t] as well). The functions we want to consider are those that have a well-
defined wall-crossing rule: the difference between I(F, P) and I(F, P'), where P and
P' are separated by a codimension 1 subwall G of F, should be a function of I(G)
and of the weights of G.
Remark. While we will generally state our results for a general, possibly overlap-
ping X-ray, it is usually best to keep in mind the nonoverlapping case. The extra
complications that arise for overlapping X-rays are strictly bookkeeping, and do not
add anything interesting to the theory. (This is in contrast to the added complexity
involved in considering non-Delzant walls, which require the recursive formulas we
present in this chapter.) Hence occasionally we will concentrate on the nonoverlap-
ping case for simplicity.
To prepare for the definition of a recursive invariant, we need to give a general-
ization and extension of Lemma 2.2, concerning how subchambers of an X-ray can
meet.
Lemma 4.1. Let (F, 4, a) be a weighted X-ray in A. Let F E :F, and let (F, P1 ),
(F, P2) be subchambers of F whose closures intersect in a set which has codimension
1 in O(F). Then
1. P12 := P1 f P2 is a convex polytope. Call its affine span S.
2. For every principal subwall G < F such that ¢(G) C S and ¢(G) n P12 5 0, Pt2
lies entirely in one subchamber (G, RG) of G.




Figure 4-1: Disallowed Meeting of Chambers.
Proof. Since F is an X-ray in its own right (as in Sec. 2.3), it is no loss of generality
to assume that .c is connected, that F = M, and P1 , P2 are chambers, intersecting
in a principal wall.
The proof of (1) is just as in Lemma 2.2. To prove (2), assume that P1 meets
P2 in two or more (principal) subchambers of G. Two of them must be separated
by a principal subwall W of G. Now G must have weights pointing in the directions
of both P1 and P2 . Hence by the consistency condition, W must have weights 31, /2
pointing out of G in the directions of Pi and P2, respectively. But by the Darboux
condition there is a principal subwall of F generated by the codimension 2 wall W
and the weight /1, and likewise for /2; these walls would break up P1 and P2, giving
a contradiction. O
If F is a nonoverlapping X-ray, we have the following simpler version as a corollary:
Corollary 4.1. Let (.F, 0, a) be a nonoverlapping weighted X-ray in A. Let F E F,
and let (F, Pi), (F, P2) be subchambers of F whose closures intersect in a set which
has codimension 1 in O(F). Then P, n P2 lies in a unique subchamber R of a unique
principal subwall G of F.
We will be looking at the following situation. Consider a wall F E F, and two
subchambers (F, Pi), (F, P2) separated by a unique codimension 1 subchamber (G, R).
As in Sec. 3.4, note that Aff(F) \ Aff(G) has two components C, and C2, containing
P1 and P2 respectively. Denote the map Lin(F) -+ Lin(F)/ Lin(G) by 7r.
Consider the weights of G which lie along the wall F, i.e.
a = aG n (Lin(F)/ Lin(G))
as in Sec. 2.3. The weights af C Lin(F)/ Lin(G) - R divide into three classes: those
which are zero, those lying in r(Ci), and those lying in r(C 2). Let
b = #{aG,k lying in 7r(C1)}
and
f = #{a,,k lying in 7r(C2)}.
(We think of crossing the wall from P, to P2 and b, f as the number of weights pointing
back and forward, respectively.) In practice, when we determine these numbers from a
picture of the X-ray, we can choose any vertex v belonging to G and count the weights
at v which lie in O(F) and which lie on the C, side or the C2 side respectively, by the
consistency condition.
In the overlapping case, (F, P,) and (F, P2) will be separated by the subchambers
(G1, RI),..., (G,, Rp), with common affine span S. For each (Gi, Ri) we will get
backward and forward multiplicities bi, fi.
The invariants considered in this thesis are largely of the following sort.
Definition 4.1. A recursive invariant I of a weighted X-ray (.F, €, a), with values
in a ring R, consists of two pieces of data:
1. a map I : Qj -+ R, and
2. a function wI : N x N -+ R, called the wall-crossing function of I.
These must satisfy the following axioms for any wall F E F.
1. Given two subchambers (F, P1 ), (F, P2) separated by subchambers (Gi, Ri), let
bi, fi be the number of weights of Gi in Fi pointing back and forward respectively.
Then
I(P 2) - I(Pi) = w(f,, bi)I(Ri). (4.2)
2. Given a subchamber (F, P) adjacent to the boundary of F, let (G, R) be the
(necessarily unique) subchamber separating P from the exterior of F. Let f be
the number of weights of G in F pointing into F and b be the number pointing
out. Then
I(P) = wi(f, b)I(R). (4.3)
Note that condition 2 here is best understood as a special case of condition 1, where
one of the "chambers" is the exterior of the wall F; in this view, it is understood that
we always assign I = 0 to this "chamber." 2
Note that the values of a recursive invariant on a given X-ray are completely
determined by the function wI and the values of I on the vertices. For, the values
of I on the subchambers of a given dimension k are determined by its values on the
subchambers of dimension k- 1, along with wJ. This follows from the fact that we can
get to any subchamber of dimension k by starting outside the polytope and crossing
a finite number of dimension k - 1 walls.
In fact, this gives an algorithm for calculating I on all of the subchambers of 7,
starting from the vertices and working our way up. We give an example in the case
I = Sign after Thm. 4.2 below.
4.2 Reduction to the Circle Case
Recall that any topological invariant I of symplectic manifolds, defines a function on
the subchambers of a Hamiltonian X-ray by
I(Fj, P) := I(M4)), for any q E P. (4.4)
This invariant will be recursive in general if it is for circle actions:
Theorem 4.1. Let I be a topological invariant of symplectic manifolds. Assume that
the X-ray invariant defined by I is recursive on the class of X-rays coming from
Hamiltonian circle actions, with wall crossing function w. Then this invariant is
recursive on all Hamiltonian X-rays, with the same wall-crossing function.
2 We avoid actually calling the exterior a chamber because it is neither bounded nor convex; the
trade-off is that we have to state condition 4.3 explicitly.
Proof. We use a special case of the results about reduction from Sec. 2.3.1. Let
(M, w, q) be a Hamiltonian Td-space. Let (F, P1 ), (F, P2) be adjacent subchambers
of the X-ray of M. We note that since everything takes place inside the wall F, we
can make our usual assumption (cf. Prop. 2.5) that M is connected and effective,
F = M, and P1, P2 are chambers.
By Lemma 4.1 the chambers P1 , P2 meet in a number of subchambers (Gj, Rj)
with common affine span S. Since the walls (Gj, q(Gj)) are principal walls, the Gj
are fixed point components of circles Tj C T.
Let ai E Pi. Choose a (d - 1)-torus H C T such that under the projection
S: t* --+ [*, ir(al) = 7r(a 2). Let L be the line r-l(r(ai)). Note that L intersects
the walls q(Gj) transversely. In Fig. 4-2 we illustrate the nonoverlapping case for
simplicity; the projection r is in the vertical direction.
T.
-1 *al
Figure 4-2: Reduction in Stages.
Form the symplectic reduction MH = 0-1(L). This has a residual action of the
circle T/H, and the reduced spaces of MH by this circle action at al and a2 are
exactly the reduced spaces M,I and M,,.
The circle action on MH has one fixed point component lying between al and a2
for each wall Gj: by Sec. 2.3.1 these are exactly (Gj),ed = M3), where q = Lfn (Gj).
The weights of the circle action at these fixed point components are given as in Sec.
2.3.1. In particular, the weights of the circle action pointing toward a2 at M3 are
in bijection with the forward weights of Gj, and the weights pointing toward at are
bijective with the backward weights.
Hence if the invariant I obeys the wall-crossing formula 4.2 for circle actions, then
considering wall-crossing for MH gives
I(Ma2 ) - I(Mal) = Aw(fj,bj)I(M3q)). (4.5)I
But by the definition of the recursive invariant associated to a topological invariant,
this amounts to
I(P 2) - I(Pl) I= w(fib)I(Rj), (4.6)
which is the general wall-crossing formula. O
Hence any topological invariant which has a formula in terms of weight data-
and hence a wall-crossing formula for circle actions-will be a recursive invariant.
The examples that follow are the signature, the Poincar6 polynomial, and the Euler
characteristic.
4.3 Application to the Signature
The signature is our first example of a recursive invariant. In this section and the
next we will derive the general wall-crossing formula for the signature using Thm. 4.1
and the results of Sec. 3.3. This approach will be useful later on when we discuss
the Poincard polynomial and the Euler characteristic. In the next section, we briefly
discuss how the wall-crossing formula also follows from the fixed-point result, Thm.
3.7.
In the case of the signature, Thm. 4.1 combined with the wall-crossing formula
3.26 immediately gives
Theorem 4.2. The signature S(Fj, P) = Sign(M.)), q E P, is a recursive invariant
of Hamiltonian X-rays with wall-crossing function
= (-1) b = -(-1)1 if f + b is odd
Sif f + b is even
Note that the vertex function is just the signature of the corresponding fixed point
component,
S(pj) = Sign(Fj) for pj = q(Fj), Fj C MT.
This and the wall-crossing function ws determine the signature of all subreductions,
and hence all regular reductions, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Example. Consider CP4 as a T2 -space once again, but this time with a non-generic
projection, with resulting X-ray given in Figure 4-3. One wall is now non-Delzant (it
is the projection of a 3-simplex onto a line).
First we need the values on the vertices; but since all of the T-fixed points are
isolated, S(p) = S(q) = ... = 1.
Next look at the diagonal wall. This is exactly the X-ray considered in the example
of Section 3.3. Hence the signatures of the reductions are
S(A) = S(C) = 1, S(B) = 0.
Figure 4-3: X-ray of CIP4 with non-Delzant wall
Now we can cross the subchambers A, B, C to find the signatures in the chambers
a, ,, 7. Crossing from the exterior of the polytope into a through A gives
S(a) = ws(O, 1) - S(A) = 1,
and similarly S(y) = 1. Crossing subchamber B gives no change in signature, since
S(B) = 0, so S(,) = 0.
We can check these results on the chambers by crossing the Delzant walls ema-
nating from the point p and using the results of Section 3.4. The answer is just as in
the generic CP4 picture from the last chapter; the two outer chambers give signature
1 and the inner chamber, 0, as expected.
4.4 Alternate Proof of the Signature Wall Cross-
ing Formula
We now have two very different ways to calculate the signature of a reduced space:
Theorem 3.7 from the last chapter, and now Theorem 4.2. We give a brief, heuristic
discussion of how one can derive the wall-crossing formula from Theorem 3.7. This
section can be skipped without loss of logical continuity.
The idea is the same as in Sec. 3.4: choose the polarization ý and the points
ax, a2 so that the fixed point formula changes as little as possible as we cross a wall.
However, in the case of a non-Delzant wall, we cannot assume that only one term
changes. In the example above (Fig. 4-3), when we cross the non-Delzant diagonal
wall, we pick up contributions from 1,2, or 3 of the vertices along the diagonal,
depending on which subchamber we cross and what the polarization is. In particular,
when we cross subchamber B, no matter what the polarization is, we will pick up
contributions from at least two vertices (either r and q or s and t).
To get the recursive formula, one uses Theorem 3.7 to compare the wall-crossing
result when we cross one subchamber of a wall to the result when we cross an adjacent
subchamber. This is best illustrated in the CP 4 example. See Figure 4-4.
Figure 4-4: Wall-crossing rule from the global formula.
We want to use the global formula (3.18) to compare S(a), S(P) and S(outside) :=
0. We choose the polarization ý = (-1, -1 + e) indicated in the figure (where we
have tacitly identified t* - t R 2 and introduced the usual metric on R2 to draw it
as an arrow). The dotted line next to ý is orthogonal to the diagonal wall.
Then (3.18) gives
S(a) = (-1)"'S(t) Signa(At)
and
S(P) = (-1)t'S(t) Signa((At) + (-1)"'S(s) Signa((A,)
(The polytopes At and A, and the signs are not hard to calculate explicitly, but we
will not bother, since we just want to illustrate the forms of the terms.)
Hence crossing B from the outside to the inside introduces two terms, one from s
and one from t, while crossing A only introduces one term. The difference is
(-1)asS(s) Signa (A,).
Even if we did not have the definition of the signature as a recursive invariant, we
could attach numbers to A and B to record how the signature changes as we cross
these subchambers. Then the equations above tell us that these numbers satisfy some
wall-crossing rule of their own. A careful (but not entirely illuminating) analysis of
the combinatorial terms SignA(A,), etc., gives the general, recursive wall-crossing
result. We prefer the cutting in stages approach of Section 4.2 because it immediately
identifies the numbers attached to subchambers as the signatures of the subreductions
Mi. It also generalizes better, as we see in the next section.(q)*
4.5 The Poincare Polynomial and the Euler Char-
acteristic
Theorem 4.1 suggests that we look for recursive formulas for other topological invari-
ants. The cobordism approach which yielded the global Theorem 3.7 will not work
for other invariants, because of Thm. 3.6. However, the cutting in stages approach,
combined with a little Morse theory, leads to a wall-crossing formula for the Poincar6
polynomial, and hence for the Euler characteristic. We will also note an intriguing
connection to the signature formula.
Cutting in stages showed (Thm. 4.1) that any wall-crossing result can be reduced
to the case of a circle action. In this case, we can derive a formula for the change in
the Poincard polynomial as we cross a wall by the following procedure.
Let (M, w, 4) be a Hamiltonian S'-space, with fixed point components F1,... Fk.
We identify Lie(S1 ) with R. Pick one of the components F,, and let 4, = ¢(F,).
Assume for simplicity that no other fixed point component is mapped under 4 to 4,.
Let a, a2 E R be regular values of 4 such that al < 0, < a2, with no other ¢(Fj)
lying between al and a2.
We follow Tolman in using the Morse theory of the square of two shifted moment
maps, as follows. (Note that Kirwan [Kir84a] was the first to show the usefulness of
the square of the moment map.) Kirwan shows that 42 is an equivariantly perfect
Morse function.3 Hence so are (0 - a1 )2 and (q - a2)2 , since the shifted maps are also
S1 moment maps. Note that the critical sets of (4 - a,) 2 are the fixed points of the
action, plus the set -l (al); similarly for ( - a2)2 .
Calculating the equivariant Poincar6 polynomial PM of the manifold M gives4
PM(t) = P(Fj)(t) -t2 + P( '(a))(t) (4.7)
F,
E= P(F,)(t) 1 t2 + P((4(a 2))(t) (4.8)
Fi
(4.9)
where vj and i' are the indices (the dimensions of the negative normal bundles) of
the fixed point set Fj with respect to the Morse functions (4 - a,) 2 and (0 - a2)2
respectively. Note that since S 1 acts freely on the level sets -'1 (al) and 4-1(a 2), we
have P(¢O (a,)) = P(Ma,) and similarly for a2.
3 Actually, 02 is not necessarily Morse at the critical value 0, but 0 is a minimum, and hence the
Morse theory still works. See [Kir84a] for a detailed discussion.
4 We prefer the notation PM(t) for the Poincar6 polynomial but we often use P(M)(t) for easier
reading when there are many subscripts.
Since only the one fixed point set F, lies between the levels al and a2, we have
vj = v' for j 0 r
Furthermore, let f be the number of positive weights in the normal bundle to Fr and
b be the number of negative weights. Then v, = 2f and v' = 2b. (Each complex
weight gives two real dimensions.) When we equate the two right hand sides in 4.7
above, all of the terms cancel except for
t2b _ t2f
P(Ma2)(t) - P(Ma)(t) = P(F)(t) 1 - t 2 (4.10)
This is the wall-crossing formula for the S1 case. Hence we immediately get a
wall-crossing formula for a general torus action, by Thm. 4.1:
Theorem 4.3. The Poincare polynomial of the reduced space, P(Fj, R) = P(MMq)) E
Z[t], q E R, is a recursive invariant of Hamiltonian X-rays with wall-crossing function
t2b -_ 2f
wp(b,f) = t 2  (4.11)
- t2f - 2 + t2f - 4 +... + t 2b (f > b) (4.12)
= -t2b-2 2 b - 4 +t ... _ t 2 f (b > f). (4.13)
We get a wall-crossing formula for the Euler characteristic by evaluating at t = -1:
Corollary 4.2. The Euler characteristic X is a recursive wall-crossing invariant with
wall-crossing function
wx(b, f) = b - f. (4.14)
Examples. Consider again the X-ray of the nongeneric 2-torus action on CP4
in Figure 4-3. Once again we will start with the non-Delzant wall to see how the
recursive formula for P works. We evidently have P(p) = P(q) = ... = 1.
Looking at the diagonal wall, we cross t to go from the outside of the wall to
subchamber A. The wall-crossing formula gives
P(A) = wp(O, 3)P(t) = 1 + t 2 + t 4 .
(Note that this is P(Cp2 ), as expected from the discussion on p. 50.) Crossing from
A into B through s gives
P(B) = P(A) + wp(1, 2)P(s) = 1 + t 2 + t4 + t 2 .
Crossing from B into C gives
P(C) = P(B) + wp(2, 1)P(r) = 1 + 2t2 + t 4 - t 2
= 1 +t2 + t4
as we would expect from symmetry.
Now we cross the subchambers A, B, C into the chambers a, 07, y. Crossing from
the exterior of the polytope into a through A gives
P(a) = wp(O, 1)P(A) = 1 + t2 + t4,
and similarly P(7) = 1 + t 2 + t4. Crossing subchamber B gives P(3) = 1 + 2t 2 + t 4.
Next, consider the X-ray of SU(3)/T (Figure 2-1). It is easy to see that all of
the signatures in the chambers are 0, since ws(2, 0) = ws(1, 1) = ws(O, 2) = 0. (This
just reflects the fact that the dimension of the reduced spaces is 2, so the signature
must be 0.) The Poincar6 polynomial will not be zero, since wp(O, 2) : 0, but since
wp(1, 1) = 0 the values of P on all of the chambers are equal to wp(0, 2) = 1 + t 2 .
(This checks with the easy direct calculation that all of the reduced spaces are CP1 .)
We note that any recursive invariant I must have wi(1, 1) = 0 for consistency; we
explore this and related issues in the next section.
Note that the wall-crossing functions (4.14) for the Euler characteristic and (3.25)
for the signature agree modulo 2. This accords with the general fact that Sign(M)
x(M) mod 2 for all compact oriented manifolds ([HBJ92]).
We saw in Sec. 3.2 that the signature of a toric variety is determined by its Poincar6
polynomial-in fact we had
Sign(V) = Pv(i) for V a toric variety.
Comparing the wall-crossing formulas for the signature and the Poincar6 polynomial
shows that as far as the wall-crossing function is concerned, this still holds:
ws(b, f) = wp(b, f)(i).
Since any recursive invariant is determined by its wall-crossing function and its
values on vertices, we have the
Theorem 4.4. Let (M, w, 0) be a Hamiltonian T-space. Assume that the fixed point
components F C MT are toric varieties. Then
Sign(Mq)) = P(MAq))(i)
for every q E O(Fj), and in particular,
Sign(Ma) = PM,(i)
for every a E Areg
For example, if M has isolated fixed points, the hypotheses of the theorem are
obviously satisfied.
4.6 Recursive Invariants in General
Now that we have seen a few examples of recursive invariants, it is worthwhile to pause
and consider what we can say about them in the abstract. In particular, when will a
wall-crossing function define a recursive invariant? Clearly not every prescription for
wall-crossing will give the same answer for a particular chamber when we take two
different paths to get to it.
In the case of an X-ray with only Delzant walls, there is a particularly simple
answer to this question. We discuss this case in detail, and then say a few words
about the general case. Let (F, 4, a) be a weighted X-ray, all of whose walls are
Delzant. For simplicity, consider invariants which take the constant value 1 on the
vertices (see the end of this section for remarks about removing this restriction). Let
R be an arbitrary ring and let w be a wall-crossing function w : N x N -+ R. We
want to know when w defines a recursive invariant I.
First of all, we should note that an obvious restriction on w is that w(f, b) =
-w(b, f). This simply says that crossing and immediately re-crossing a wall does
nothing. In fact, this is the only restriction necessary:
Theorem 4.5. Let w be a function N x N -+ R, R a commutative ring, such that
w(f, b) = -w(b, f). Let (F, 4, a) be a connected, effective weighted X-ray, all of whose
walls are Delzant. Then there is a unique recursive invariant I : Q7 -- f R with I = 1
on the vertices and wall-crossing function wj = w.
Proof. The uniqueness has been discussed above, following Def. 4.1. To show exis-
tence, we first use some simple homology arguments to reduce the problem to a local
one. The local problem is essentially two-dimensional, so the combinatorics are not
complicated.
For an X-ray with only Delzant walls, the steps in the recursion up to codimension
1 are trivial. If the invariant I is equal to 1 on all of the vertices, it is easy to see
that I(F, P) = 1 for any subchamber P in a proper wall F. The only issue is in
determining I for the chambers of the X-ray.
We can restate in homological terms what we want to prove. The X-ray F and the
wall-crossing function w together define a chain5 X E Cd-1 (A), as follows. Denote
the set of codimension 1 walls in F by F 1. Orient each polytope O(F) C A, F E 7 1
arbitrarily. Since they are of codimension 1 we can do this by picking a normal vector
CF. Let fF, bF be the forward and backward weights corresponding to this choice of
normal vector. Define X by
X = w(fF,bF)¢(F).
FEF1
This is independent of the choices of orientation exactly when w(f, b) = -w(b, f).
Given a path o, in A which intersects the codimension 1 walls transversely, we can
STechnically, we take a regular cell decomposition of A that is compatible with the X-ray.
assign to a the intersection multiplicity
an x = E w(fF, bF)(a n q(F)).
FEY1
Clearly w defines a recursive invariant I iff a n X only depends on the endpoints of
a, or equivalently, iff a n X = 0 for any closed curve (or more generally, any 1-cycle)
a. We claim that X is itself a cycle. Note that then the intersection number only
depends on the homology class of X. Since Hi(A) = 0, this will complete the proof.
Showing X is a cycle is a local problem: we need to show that for every wall
G E T of codimension 2, the multiplicity of OX at G is zero. It is also essentially
a two-dimensional problem. To see this, we choose a 2-plane S C A transverse to
q(G). Let 9 be the set of walls F E F 1 with G < F. Then S is transverse to every
O(F) E 9. So intersection with S gives a map
s : 9 -+ C.(S),
and the multiplicity of OX at G is zero iff the multiplicity of Os(g) at the point G n S
is zero.
Hence we only need to prove the result in the following special case. Let F1,..., Fk
be rays coming from the origin in R2 , ordered in a counterclockwise direction. Let a
be a simple loop (say counterclockwise) around the origin. Then we claim that the
sum of the wall-crossings
k
w(fj, bj) = 0. (4.15)
j=1
This will complete the proof of the theorem.
This is clear if the rays all lie on one side of a line. For, in that case, fi = k - i, bi =
i - 1, so the sum around the loop is
w(k - 1,0) + w(k - 2,1) +- + w(1, k - 2) + w(, k - 1)
which is symmetric, hence the sum vanishes by the antisymmetry of w. Now, any
arbitrary arrangement of the rays can be obtained from one where they are on one
side of a line by rotating one ray at a time. As we continuously rotate one ray Fj,
the sum (4.15) can only change when Fj crosses either another ray F1 or its negative
-FI, and only the two terms coming from F1 and Fj will change. We claim that in
fact, the sum does not change in either case.
Consider the first case: Fj crosses from one side of F1 to the other. This simply
amounts to reordering the rays, swapping j and 1. Hence the sum clearly stays the
same.
In the second case, when Fj moves from one side of -FI to the other, the only
terms in the sum which are affected will be the jth and Ith terms. The configuration





Figure 4-5: Checking consistency.
The two relevant terms in the sum in configuration (a) are
w(m + 1, n) + w(n, m + 1) = 0
and in configuration (b) they are
w(m,n + 1) + w(n + 1,m)= 0.
That is, they cancel each other out no matter which side of -F, contains Fj.
Hence in the local, two-dimensional case, any arrangement of rays gives zero for
the total wall-crossing around a loop. Therefore any antisymmetric wall-crossing
function w defines a recursive invariant on any Delzant X-ray. O
This theorem leads to a question: which of these possible wall-crossing functions
are realized by topological invariants of symplectic reductions? This is an intriguing
open question. For the case where the target ring is C, we have a one-complex-
parameter family of examples, given by evaluating the Poincard polynomial at a given
value z E C. But this does not come close to exhausting the possible wall-crossing
functions.
In the general case, where we allow non-Delzant walls and recursive invariants
that do not have vertex function identically equal to one, a similar result is true:
the primary restriction placed on the invariant is that the wall-crossing function
be antisymmetric. The proof is basically an inductive version of the previous one.
However, a new problem arises in dimension 1.
The argument above relied on the fact that a wall-crossing function will define an
invariant when the crossings for a closed loop sum to zero. This uses the fact that
a compact convex set (such as the X-ray) does not separate Rd for d > 1. In R1,
however, such reasoning does not apply. Instead, another restriction appears: the
sum of all of the wall-crossings, from the exterior of one side of the moment polytope
to the other, must be zero. This gives a constraint that combines the values of I on
the vertices and the wall-crossings:
S I(p) w (f, b) = 0.
verticesp
Unlike the previous theorem, which gave a trivial necessary and sufficient condition
for a wall-crossing function to work on any X-ray, this condition can be seen as





In this chapter we briefly present three further topics; work on all of these is ongoing,
so the results are preliminary. In Sec. 5.1 we develop a few global consequences of
the wall-crossing results of the previous chapters. The next section attempts to fit
the Euler Characteristic and Signature results into the framework of "Quantization"
(where this word is interpreted very liberally). We conclude in Section 5.3 with some
further directions for this research.
5.1 Global Consequences of the Wall Crossing For-
mulas
We have a few preliminary results, in simple cases, on the global behavior of the
signature and the Euler characteristic. By "global" we mean we consider how these
invariants of reduced spaces M, vary over the whole moment polytope.
For example, we can ask how these invariants change as we go "deeper" into the
moment polytope. In general, the answer will be fairly complicated. However, we
find some nice results in simple, low-dimensional cases.
We consider here only (effective, connected) Hamiltonian T2-spaces, with isolated
fixed points, whose X-rays are nonoverlapping. Assume further that any chamber of
the X-ray can be reached by crossing walls which are Delzant and not purely internal,
i.e. they must have at least one vertex which is an exterior vertex for O(M). Call
such a non-internal wall an admissible wall. Note that every example from Chapters
3 and 3 satisfies these criteria.
For any chamber P we can define depth(P) to be the minimum number of crossings
of admissible walls required to leave the polytope if we start from P. Then we can
ask how the depth, the Euler characteristic, and the signature are related. We have
the following result for the Euler characteristic:
Proposition 5.1. Given the assumptions on M above, if P1 and P2 are separated by
an admissible wall W, and depth(P 2) > depth(Pi), then X2 > X1.
Proof. We first consider a local version of the problem. Look at a single vertex





Figure 5-1: Euler Characteristic: Local Picture.
is easy to calculate the Euler characteristics assigned to the chambers P1,... Pk-lin
this case. Crossing the wall generated by aj from left to right gives
XP3 - XP?_1 = ((k -j) -(j-1))=(k + 1) - 2j
whereas the change in the depth is given by
1 j<(k + 1)/2
depth(Pj) - depth(Pjl) = 0 j = (k + 1)/2
-1 j > (k + 1)/2
which is equal to sgn(xpi - XPj- 1 ). (In the figure, the Euler characteristics in the
chambers are the numbers after the colons.) This shows the proposition in the local
case. However, the global case is easily reduced to this. Given the assumption that
every wall of the X-ray has an exterior endpoint, whenever we cross a wall, we can
calculate the change both in X and in the depth by looking at that endpoint. The
above calculation then holds, proving the proposition. O
We briefly mention the case of the signature. An analogous result holds for the
signature only in the case of eight dimensional manifolds (with isolated fixed points).
Here the signature decreases as one goes deeper into the polytope. The proof is just
as in the Euler case, but relies on the local data in Figure 5-2. We cannot easily relate
depth to signature in higher dimensions, as we can see from Figure 5-3. We note that
the B2 coadjoint orbit of Figure 3-6 is an example where this result holds, while the
G2 orbit of Figure 3-7 shows the more complicated behavior in the 12-dimensional
case.
More work in this direction would require analyzing the more subtle combina-
torics that occur, when we move to higher ranks or remove some of the simplifying
assumptions.
5.2 Formal Quantizations
Since the inspiration for studying the Euler characteristic and the signature of the
reduced spaces comes partly from the "quantization commutes with reduction" re-
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Figure 5-2: Signature: Eight Dimensions.
a3 C4
Figure 5-3: Signature: Twelve Dimensions.
sult for the Riemann-Roch number (as mentioned in the Introduction), it is natural
to ask whether these results can be put into the framework of some new kind of
"quantization" of M.
Recall that the Riemann-Roch number is the index of a natural elliptic operator
(the Spinc-Dirac operator) which is defined for any prequantizable symplectic mani-
fold. (See the Appendix for an alternate viewpoint on the index of this operator.) In
the equivariant situation, this index is a virtual representation of T.
Similarly, the signature and the Euler characteristic are the indices of certain Dirac
operators on M (see [BGV92] for details). One would hope that in the equivariant
setting one gets an interesting virtual representation of T as the index of these op-
erators, and hence an "equivariant signature" and "equivariant Euler characteristic."
However, these representations are trivial, and contain no new information.
The reason for the discrepancy between the Riemann-Roch/SpinC-Dirac case and
that of the signature and Euler characteristic is simple. We consider the Kiihler case
for simplicity. Here the Riemann-Roch number is an alternating sum of the dimen-
sions of cohomology groups of the sheaf of holomorphic sections of the prequantum
line bundle. The equivariant index, similarly, measures the trace of the action of
T on these cohomology groups. The signature and the Euler characteristic, on the
other hand, relate to the deRham cohomology of the manifold, and the action of any
compact connected Lie group on H*(M) is trivial. Hence the "equivariant signature"
and "equivariant Euler characteristic" are trivial representations, whose dimensions
are just the ordinary signature and Euler characteristic.
So if we are to define an analogue of "quantization" for symplectic manifolds
based on the signature or on the Euler characteristic, it can not be in the naive way
above. We propose an alternate definition below-one that is by no means obviously
correct-but to motivate it, we first introduce some axioms for a general quantization
(in the torus case, for simplicity). They are based on those in [Gui94].
Definition 5.1. A formal quantization Q is a map taking a pair (M, T), where
T is a torus and M = (M, w, 0) is a Hamiltonian T-space, to a virtual representation
of T, Q(M,T) E R(T), with the following properties:
1. Q(M 1 x M2,T1 X T2 ) = Q(M 1 ,TI) [ Q(M 2 , T2).
2. Q((M, -w), T) = Q((M, w), T)*.
3. Q((M, w, + c), T) = Q((M, w,ý ), T) 0 V for a weight c A C t*, where V, is
the representation corresponding to c.
4. Q(Ma, 1) = Q(M, T)a if a E A An re C t* is a weight of T and a regular value
of 0.
5. If H C T then Q(M, T) ý- Q(M, H) under the restriction map.
The fourth axiom requires that quantization commute with reduction, while the
fifth is a limited version of functoriality. In particular, with H = 1, it requires that
the underlying virtual vector space of Q(M, T) be just the quantization Q(M, 1) of
M that we get by forgetting the T-action entirely.
For example, the Spin c (i.e. "Riemann-Roch") quantization satisfies all of these
axioms [Gui94].
Two simple consequences of the axioms are a product rule for internal products,
as opposed to the external products of axiom (1) above, and a rule for intermediate
reductions:
Proposition 5.2. Let Q be a formal quantization.
1. Given two Hamiltonian T-spaces M1, M2,
Q(M 1 x M 2,T) = Q(M 1,T) & Q(M 2 , T). (5.1)
(Here T has the diagonal action on M1 x M2 , the symplectic form is given by
the usual rule, and the moment map is given by 4(ml, m 2) = 1 (ml) + 0 2(m 2).)
2. Given a Hamiltonian T-space M and a subgroup H C T, let (M//H)a =
(wr4)-1(a)/H be the reduction of M by H at a E *, a a regular value of 7ir.
Then
Q((M//H),, 1) = Q(M,T)b. (5.2)
bEir-l(a)nA
Proof. Item 1 follows from axioms (1) and (5). For, T sits inside T x T as the
diagonal, and the given Hamiltonian T-space structure on M1 x M2 is exactly the
result of restricting the T x T-structure to the diagonal. So
Q(M1 x M2, T) = (Q(M 1,T) 0 Q(M 2,T))IT
= Q(M 1 , T) Q(M 2, T).
Item 2 follows from axioms (4) and (5). For,




We can construct formal "quantizations" from the signature and the Euler charac-
teristic, but they will not satisfy the naturality axiom (5) above. We construct them
by the simple expedient of defining (4) to be true. Define
SQ(M,T):= E Sign(Ma)Va (5.3)
aEA*
and
EQ(M, T) := x(Ma)Va (5.4)
aEA*
where V, is the representation with weight a.
Note that as stated, these definitions only work for manifolds M such that the set
of singular values A \ A,,re of the moment map does not intersect the weight lattice:
(A \ Areg) nA = 0.
Now, the moment map of any Hamiltonian T-space can be perturbed so that this
holds, but there is no obvious canonical way to do so, and the answers we get for
SQ and EQ will depend on the choice of perturbation. This is one troubling issue;
another is
Proposition 5.3. SQ and EQ satisfy all of the axioms except (5) in the definition
of a formal quantization.
Proof. Axiom (4) is true by definition. Axiom (2) is true because changing the sign
of w changes the sign of € and hence the moment image is inverted in the origin in
t*, which is exactly the operation that corresponds to taking the dual. Axiom (3) is
similarly obvious.
Axiom (1) follows from the multiplicativity of the signature and the Euler char-
acteristic. We give the proof for the signature; the one for the Euler characteristic is
entirely analogous. We have, for any weights b E A1 C t; and c E A2 C t2,
SQ(M x M2, T1 x T2 )(b,c) = Sign((Mi x M2)(b,c))
= Sign((MI)b x (M2)c)
= Sign((Ml)b) Sign((M 2)c)
= SQ(M, T1)bSQ(M2, T2)c
= (SQ(M1, T1) Z SQ(M2, T2))(bc)
It is simple to show that the naturality axiom (5) fails for both of these "quan-
tizations." For example, let H = (1). As noted above, the naturality axiom would
require
Sdim SQ(M, T). = dim SQ(M, 1),
aEA
but the left hand side is
E Sign(Ma)
aEA
whereas the right hand side is Sign(M). For example, let M is CP', with symplectic
structure and moment map chosen so that there is at least one weight lying in the
interior of A. Then Sign(M) = 0 trivially, but E Sign(Ma) > 0. Taking M = CP2 ,
with a T 2 action, provides a less trivial, but similar example: choose the Hamiltonian
structure so that more than one weight lies in the interior of the moment polytope.
Then
SSign(Ma) > 1 = Sign(M).
Similar calculations show that the naturality axiom fails for the Euler characteristic
as well. Hence we cannot think of either of these "quantizations" as a (virtual) vector
space, attached to the manifold M regardless of the T-action, that happens to have a
representation of T. Instead we must always include a choice of T in the quantization,
and the dependence on T is not simple.
The failure of axiom (5) is especially troubling because it is crucial to proving
other properties like those in Prop. 5.2.In fact the internal product rule (5.1) and the
intermediate reduction rule (5.2) do fail for SQ and EQ, by calculations similar to
those above.
Much remains to be explored about this definition, and about the idea of formal
quantizations in general. Certainly, we need to figure out how important the nat-
urality axiom is, and hence whether SQ and EQ deserve the name "quantization."
However, the fundamental question about SQ and EQ is "are these representations
interesting invariants of M, and if so, what do they measure?" The answer remains
to be seen.
5.3 Directions
We conclude with a few thoughts about further directions. First, there are likely to
be more global theorems of the sort we discussed in Section 5.1, for more general
Hamiltonian X-rays. It is unlikely that simple relations, say between the depth and
the Euler characteristic, continue to hold for higher-rank or more complicated X-rays,
but it is possible that more subtle relations exist and are useful.
We mentioned in Section 4.6 that the definition of an abstract recursive invariant
raises the question of which such invariants arise as topological invariants of symplec-
tic quotients. One possible source for such invariants would be "partial signatures."
Briefly, these are analogues of the signature which take advantage of the presence of
the symplectic form. They are defined by looking at the bilinear form
for various choices of k. In the Kiihler case, at least, this is nondegenerate (on
Hn-k(M)), so it is meaningful to take the signature of this form.
Given a result for Hamiltonian torus actions, one is always naturally led to try
to extend the result to the non-Abelian case. This would require a good deal of
reworking, since the X-ray data is much more subtle in that situation. Also interesting
would be extensions to singular reductions-but for the signature, for example, this
would require finding (and understanding) some analogue of the signature on stratified
symplectic spaces, which is unknown to the author.
Finally, we mention a use for X-rays which helped to motivate their introduction
by Tolman, but is rather different from the use we have put them to. This is the study
of the classification of Hamiltonian torus actions. The original and motivating result,
of course, was the identification of Delzant spaces with toric varieties by Delzant
[Del88]. Since then some results have been proved by Karshon [Kar96] and others
(see [Aud91], [AH91]).
One would hope that the X-ray contains much of the data necessary to classify
at least some types of Hamiltonian torus actions. The program here would be to
identify somehow a simple class of spaces, or a simple class of X-rays, such that the
X-rays of these spaces completely determined them. Perhaps some combination of the
simplifying assumptions discussed in Section 2.4, such as having only Delzant walls,
would pick out a class of X-rays such that there is a unique Hamiltonian T-space for
every X-ray in that class. Evidently this is rather vague, but something of this nature




In this appendix we present an analysis of an invariant of reduced spaces which has
a markedly different flavor from those considered in the main text. Here we consider
the equivariant Riemann-Roch number of a Hamiltonian S'-space, which we consider
as a quantization. The essential point we make is that this invariant has a simple
topological definition, which allows us to prove a case of the "Quantization Commutes
with Reduction" theorem.
In their paper, Symplectic Reduction and Riemann-Roch for Circle Actions
[DGMW95], H. Duistermaat, V. Guillemin, E. Meinrenken and S. Wu use E. Ler-
man's symplectic cutting technique [Ler95] to prove that quantization commutes with
reduction (see [GS82b]). They define the quantization of a compact symplectic man-
ifold M via index theory, as the index of the Spinc operator (the "Riemann-Roch
number") associated to an almost-complex structure compatible with the symplectic
structure. If M is a Hamiltonian G-space, this is a virtual G-module, i.e. an element
of R(G). In section A.1 we show that this can be expressed as the pushforward p!L
of the prequantum line bundle L by the map p : M -+ *, provided we use the correct
K-orientation. Since the arguments in section A.4 depend heavily on signs, we go
through the construction slowly to make sure that the orientation is correct.
The rest of this appendix is devoted to showing that the proof in [DGMW95]
can be directly translated into K-theory. In particular, the replacement for the index
theorem is the localization theorem in equivariant K-theory, which we review in sec-
tion A.2. This relates the pushforward on the whole manifold M (i.e. Q(M)) to the
pushforwards from the fixed point sets of the circle action. Since the fixed point sets
are trivial G-spaces, their equivariant K-theory splits up as
KG(F) c K(F) 0 R(G) K (F) 0 Z[z, z- ]
so we can treat K-classes on the fixed point sets as Laurent polynomials with co-
efficients in K(F). It turns out that we only need to know a few basic facts about
the z-dependence of these polynomials. In section A.3 we state without proof the
properties of symplectic cutting which we need; in particular, that the reduced space
MG embeds into each of the "cut" spaces as a component of the fixed point set.
In section A.4 we use these tools to prove that quantization commutes with reduc-
tion (Theorem A.3). We show that Q(M)G = Q(Ma) by equating both to Q(M+),
where M+ is one of the "cuts" of M (Props. A.1 and A.2). We prove both of these
propositions by embedding the rings K(F)[z, z -1 ] into two different rings of formal
Laurent series:
K(F)[[z]]z and K(F)[[z-1]]z-1.
These embeddings correspond to the limit arguments in section 2 of [DGMW95].
To fix notation and conventions, let G be a compact Lie group, and let M be
a Hamiltonian G-space with symplectic form w and moment map 0 : M - g* (say
(M, w, q) for short). (In section A.2 we require G to be topologically cyclic; in sections
A.3 and A.4 we specialize to the case G = S1.) Choosing a Riemannian metric
g gives an almost-complex structure J, unique up to isotopy, by the requirement
g(v, w) = w(Jv, w). We assume M is prequantizable, with prequantum line bundle
L and connection V, and that the action of G extends to an equivariant action on
(M,L). Then the infinitesimal action of G on sections of L is given by the formula of
Kostant [Kos70]:
D,(s) = V,s - i(0, v)s (A.1)
where v E g and s E r(L). Let F be the fixed point set of the G-action, with
connected components F,: F = I, F,. Then on F, the moment map has fixed value
qr, and Kostant's formula reduces to
D,(s) = -i(~,, v)s (A.2)
so O, must be a weight vector, and the action of G on LIFr has weight -- ,. We
assume in sections A.3 and A.4 that the action is free on the level set Z = 4- 1(0).
Hence the symplectic reduction MG := Z/G is well-defined as a smooth symplectic
manifold, with symplectic form wG, and in fact MG is prequantizable, with line bundle
LG := Liz/G.
We put two technical details-inverting Laurent series, and the injectivity of cer-
tain embeddings-in notes at the end, to avoid cluttering the presentation.
A.1 Quantization as a K-theoretic pushforward
We recall the definition of Q(M) in [DGMW95]. The almost complex structure J
gives a splitting of the complexified cotangent bundle
T*M 0 C = T*M 1',o T*MO, 1  (A.3)
and hence a bigrading of the exterior algebra
Ak(T*M ® C) - E T*Mp' q  (A.4)
p+q=k
and of the deRham complex
Gk(M) = : [p,q(M) (A.5)
p+q=k
Define the operator : 2O,q(M) _+ QO,q+l(M) by
00,q = 0O,q+l do,q. (A.6)
This gives a sequence of maps
... ~ 2,'(M) 0•°O,q+l(M) ,... (A.7)
(This is not a complex unless M is a complex manifold.)
Given a Hermitian connection V on the prequantum line bundle L, we can form
an operator
L : fO,q (M, L) -+ 0,'q+1(M, L) (A.8)
+L := l+ l®(i&ro•oV). (A.9)
This operator has principal symbol
a(OL)(x, a)(0) = iao°' A P (A.10)
where x E M, a E T*M, and 0 E T*MOq0 L.
We form an elliptic operator OL from OL by adding it to its adjoint:
:L " oeven(M, L) -+ 0oodd(M, L) (A.11)
:L = OL + "L (A.12)
The quantization is defined as
Q(M) := a-Ind(0L) = ker0L - coker',. (A.13)
where I have labeled this "a-Ind" to emphasize the analytical nature of this definition,
as opposed to the topological one I will give below.
Given an action of G on (M, L) we can choose V to be preserved by G, and hence
Q(M) is a virtual representation of G.
The Atiyah-Singer index theorem equates the analytical index with the topological
index:
a-Ind(OL) = t-Ind(OL). (A.14)
The topological index depends only on the symbol of OL as an element of KG(T*M),
which equals the symbol of &L ([AS68b], 522):
t-Ind(OL) = t-Ind(&L). (A.15)
To calculate t-Ind(6L) we push forward the K-class a((L) to a point, in the following
manner. First, we use the Riemannian metric g on M to identify TM and T*M. The
pullback of oa(L) to TM is given by the complex
S AqrTM 0 7TML -A. A+rTM 0 7rML --. . . (A.16)
(v, U) I vAu
where v E TsM and u E AqTwM 0 L.. (Note that I am considering TM as a complex
vector bundle, with complex structure J, so the above complex a is an element of
KG(TM).)
Now a is exactly the Thom isomorphism applied to the vector bundle L ([AS68b],
493). We can also express the Thom isomorphism as a push-forward by the zero
section, call it a: M -+ TM:
a = ThomTM(L) = a!L E KG(TM). (A.17)
The next step in calculating the index is to embed M equivariantly in a trivial G-
space Cn. We can in fact choose n large enough so that the normal bundle NM will
have a (unique) complex structure [AH62], defined by the exact sequence of complex
vector bundles
Tj(A.18)
O _0 -TM - j*TC -- N -- (A.18)
We then have the following diagram:
F M " * k (A.19)
TM -- TC
Here i is the inclusion of the fixed point set F (which will come into the picture soon),
j is the chosen embedding of M in Cn, with corresponding tangent map Tj; a and b
are the zero sections of TM and TC" respectively; and k and 1 are the inclusions of
the origin into Cn and TC" r- Cn T CC respectively.
The topological index of 6L is defined to be the pushforward
t-Ind(aL) = (l!)-'(Tj)!a (A.20)
= (,l)-'(Tj)!a!L. (A.21)
It would seem that functoriality of the pushforward immediately gives
Q(M) = t-Ind(aL) = (k!)-lj!L =: p!L (A.22)
where the last equality is the definition of the pushforward of L by the map p : M -+ *.
However, we need to be careful about K-orientations. Each of these pushforwards re-
quires a K-orientation, for example a complex structure, on the corresponding normal
bundle for a precise definition. Let us adopt the temporary notation ic(f) to denote
the complex structure on the normal bundle to an embedding f : X -+ Y to be used
in the pushforward f! : KG(X) -+ KG(Y). Then in the diagram (A.19) we know
K(a) = TM
K(b) = TC( = C( (trivial rank n bundle)
K(Tj) = •r*NM 7r~,MNM
(k) =
K(1) = =(k) e k*n(b)
(See [AS68b] for the identification of K(Tj).) The last equation shows that the right-
hand triangle in the pushforward diagram
K(F) 11 KG((M) (KG ( )- KG(*) (A.23)
KG(TM) --- Kc(TC )
commutes (this is just Bott periodicity); what we need is the correct n(j) to make
the square commute. But if the square is to commute we must have
j*n(b) E ,(j) = r(Tj o a)
= (a) E a*K(Tj)
= TM e a*(lr*NM e r*NM)
= TM E NM E NY
= C" E N
= j*E(b) E NM
so we must choose I(j) = NM, and not NM. This gives us our
Theorem A.1. Let p : M -+ * be the unique map and let NM be the stable normal
bundle to M, defined by (A.18) above. Then the quantization of (M,L) is exactly p!L,
using the K-orientation NM.
The fact that we must use NM will be significant when we look at localization in
section A.2. There we will be concerned with the fixed point set F of the G-action.
We have a diagram
KG(F) KG(M) (A.24)
KG(*)
which we want to commute. We now know how to precisely define p! and q! to agree
with the quantization: we use the complex structures K(p) = NM and t(q) = NF on
the respective stable normal bundles. Letting N be the usual complex normal bundle
of F in M, defined by
O --- TF -- i*TM -- N --- 0 (A.25)
we must have
Ne i*-N = NF (A.26)
= (q) (A.27)
-= (i) e i*K(p) (A.28)
- K(i) E i*-NM (A.29)
so K(i) = N. This will be important in getting the signs correct in the next section.
A.2 Localization in Equivariant K-theory
The key tool we use is the localization theorem of Atiyah and Segal [AS68a] [Seg68]
in equivariant K-theory, which we briefly review. We follow the treatment in [AS68a]
except that they are doing index theory and hence work on the tangent bundle, while
we work on M itself.
We wish to calculate Q(M) = p!L E KG(*) = R(G). Since every element of
R(G) is determined by its character, we can specify Q(M) by evaluating its character
at every element g E G, or even on a dense subset of elements g. For simplicity,
assume G is topologically cyclic. (Of course eventually G will simply be S1 .) Fix a
topologically cyclic element g E G. Then (g) is dense in G and M g = MG = F. The
localization theorem gives a formula for computing the character of p!L, evaluated at
g, in terms of data on F.
We start with the diagram (A.24). All of these rings are actually R(G)-algebras,
so we can localize at g (this inverts all characters not vanishing at g).
KG(F)g Ž KG(M)g (A.30)
R(G)g
Theorem A.2 ([AS68a]). The map (i!)g is an isomorphism of R(G)g-modules.
This allows us to calculate the pushforward by p in terms of the pushforward by
q, at least in the localized ring R(G)g. This is good enough, since we are interested
in evaluating p!L at g, and the evaluation map evg : R(G) -+ C factors through the
localization R(G)g. In fact we have the following commutative diagram:
KG(M) h KG(M)g - KG(F)g, K(F) 0 R(G)g (A.31)
R(G) ---- R(G), K(F) ® C
evg
C
Here we have used the isomorphism KG(F) - K(F) 0 R(G) for the trivial G-space
F.
The next step is to explicitly identify the map (i)-;1 . This turns out to be simple.
Recall that the K-orientation for the map i was n(i) = N. We have ([AS68b], 493)
i*iu = AN := (Z(-1)kAk) u (A.32)
so when we localize at g, the inverse is simply
i*L(i')- 1 L - (A.33)
Using this explicit inverse we can write down the localization formula giving the result
of evaluation at G:
(p!L)(g) = q,! ( L(g) (A.34)
where the quantity in parentheses is in K(F) 0 C, and the evaluations i*L(g) and
AN(g) are defined by the composite map
KG(F)g 2 K(F) 0 R(G)g, 41 K(F) 0 C.
In other words, to use this formula, we need to represent i*L and AN(g) as sums
of G-fixed bundles tensored with characters of G, and then evaluate at g by the
prescriptions
u x X-+ u.x(g) (A.35)
u 0 //O - u. x(g)/0(g). (A.36)
A.3 Symplectic Cutting
From here on we deal only with the case G = S1 . In [Ler95] E. Lerman defines an
operation on a Hamiltonian S1 -space called symplectic cutting. (See also [DGMW95].)
Cutting produces from a Hamiltonian S1 -space (M, w, q) a pair of Hamiltonian S1-
spaces (M+, w+, 1+) and (M_, w_, 0_) with the following properties:
* The reduced space Msi embeds in both M+ and M_ as a component of the
fixed point set.
* M+ \ Msi is equivariantly, symplectically isomorphic to 0-1(R+).
* M_ \ Ms' is equivariantly, symplectically isomorphic to 0-1 (R_).
e* +(Msl) = q-(Msl) = 0.
Further, if M is prequantizable, with prequantum line bundle L and prequantizing
connection V, both M+ and M_ are prequantizable, with line bundles L+ and L_,
and the restriction of these bundles to the reduced space is just the reduced line
bundle:
L+ Ms1 -- Lsi, L_IM,1 Lsi. (A.37)
A.4 Quantization Commutes With Reduction
A.4.1 The Set-Up
Since symplectic cutting embeds the reduced space Msi into pieces of the original
space M as a fixed point set, we can apply the Ksi-localization theorem. We can
prove our main result, Theorem A.3 by comparing M, M+, and Msi.
In sections A.4.2 and A.4.3 we use Laurent series expansions to prove the following
two propositions.
Proposition A.1. Let M, N be prequantizable Hamiltonian S1 -spaces with moment
maps •, 0. Assume that 0 is not the maximum value of 0 or of 0. If 4-1(R+) is
equivariantly symplectomorphic to 0-1(R+), then
Q(M)s' = Q(N)s'"
Proposition A.2. Let M be a prequantizable Hamiltonian Sl-space with moment
map q and line bundle L. Assume that 0 is the minimum value of q. Let Fo = 0 -1(0)
and consider the maps io : Fo -+ M, qo : Fo -+ *. Then
Q(M)sl = (qo):iiL E K(*) - Z.
Assuming these propositions we can prove that quantization commutes with re-
duction. Consider our Hamiltonian S1-space M. Since 0 is a regular value of 0 it is
certainly not the maximum of q or of 4+. Applying Prop. A.1 to M and M+ gives
Q(M)s' = Q(M+)sl. (A.38)
Now 0 is the minimum value of 0+, so we can apply Prop. A.2 to M and 0-1(0) =
Msi. Here i;L = Ls, and (qo)!Lsl = Q(Msi), so
Q(M+)s' = Q(Msi). (A.39)
Putting these together gives our main theorem.
Theorem A.3. Let (M, w,) be a prequantizable Hamiltonian S'-space with pre-
quantum line bundle L and assume that the action is free on the zero level set q-1(0).
Then the quantization Q(M) = p!(L) commutes with reduction:
Q(M)s' = Q(Msi).
A.4.2 Expansion in Laurent Series
It remains to prove Props. A.1 and A.2. We will use the localization theorem, and
two different expansions in Laurent Series, which correspond to the limit arguments
("z -+ 0" and "z -+ oo") in [DGMW95].
In the case of a Hamiltonian circle action, we can express the localization for-
mula (A.34) in the following way. First, we recall that the fixed point set F breaks
up into connected components F,, on each of which the action of S1 on L has weight
-~,. The localization formula becomes
(p!L)(g) = q, ( A (rL(g)) (A.40)
It turns out that we need to know very little about the quantity p!L to prove
the propositions. This allows us to do everything within KG(F)g 0 C • K(F) 0
C[z, z-1'], without actually evaluating the pushforward. (We tensor with C so that
later operations involving tensors will be exact; since the final result (p!L)(g) is in C
this is OK, see Note 2.)
We want to consider the contribution of each component of the fixed point set in
turn. So fix r, and let 1, = i•L with the trivial action of G. Then as an element of
KG(Fr)g 0 C - K(Fr) 0 R(G)g 0 C - K(Fr) 0 C[z, z-1]g
we have
i*L = lr, z- r. (A.41)
Let S, be the set of weights of the action of G on N,. Then we can write N, E
K(F,) 0 C[z, z - 1 ], as
Nr = N,kZ-k (A.42)
kESr
where the Nr,k are vector bundles with trivial G-action. (Note they are not necessarily
line bundles. In fact we will not need to use the splitting principle.) Let nr,k =
rank Nr,k.
The only difficult step is inverting N,. To formally invert polynomials, it is useful
to embed the polynomial ring in the larger ring of formal power series. In our case,
we need to embed our ring
K(F) 0 C[z, z- 1 ]g
of formal Laurent polynomials with coefficients in K(F) (localized at g), into two
different rings of formal Laurent series, depending on which proposition we want to
prove:
K(F) 0 C[z, z-X] -+ K(F) 0 C[[z]]z (A.43)
K(F) 0 C[z, z-1'] - K(F) 0 C[[z-']]z-i. (A.44)
It is not hard to see that these maps really are injective (see Note 2) so we lose no
information in this process.
Let S,+ := S n Z+ and S,. := Sr n Z_. Note S, = S,+ U S_- since the zero weight
doesn't appear in the normal bundle. Also note that Sr+ = 0 iff ~, is the maximum
of 0, and S,- = 0 iff 0, is the minimum of 0. (For a general manifold, these would
only be statements about local minima and maxima, but since this is a Hamiltonian
S'-space there are no local maxima or minima except the global max and min. See
[GS84b], [Kir84a].) Then








where P, and Qr are polynomials with constant term 1 and invertible leading coeffi-
Leading coeff. of P,
Leading coeff. of Qr
= J (-1) rk det Nr,k
kESr-
= (-1)nrk det Nr,k.
kESr+
P,=l 4=. Sr- = =0 ,r = min
Qr = =1 Sr+ = 0 ¢ Or = max.
Hence we can invert AN in the formal Laurent rings according to the results in Note
1.




(A.46)if Or = cmaxif Or # bmax.
Here O(zk) indicates a term that has no nonzero coefficients below the kth
power.
2. ("Limit as z -+ oc") In K(F) 0 C[[z-1]]z-1 we have
P-1=-1{ 1 + o(Z- 1)
=o(z'1)
(A.47)
(A.48)if Or = •min
if Or €min,.
Here o(zk) indicates a term that has no nonzero coefficients above the kth power.
A.4.3 Proof of the Propositions
Proof of Prop. 1. The multiplicity of the trivial representation in Q(M) is just the
constant term in the polynomial
Q(M)(z) = q, lrz-0rP-1Q-1 .









in the Laurent series ring K(F)[[z]]. using (A.46). The terms in the sum (A.50) with
,r < 0 are of the form O(z) by (A.46), so they do not contribute to the constant term.
The terms with 0, = 0 are also of the form O(z) since we are assuming kmax 0.
Since the constant terms in Q(M)(z) and Q(N)(z) only depend on the fixed
point sets in 4-1(R+) and 0-I(R+) respectively, and these portions of M and N are
symplectomorphic, we have
Q(M)sl = Q(N)sl.
Proof of Prop. 2. (M, w, q) is a prequantizable Hamiltonian S1 -space with line bundle
L. Since 0 is the minimum value of 0, Fo = 0-'(0) C Ms". The localization theorem
gives
Q(M)(z) = q, 1(Z rP-1Q1) + (qo)!(i*LPjoQ o1) (A.51)
\Or>O 
/
where qo : F -+ * and io : F -+ M.
In K(F)[[z- 1]2-1, the terms in the summation
E lz-rP,-1Q-1 (A.52)
Or>0
have only negative powers, by (A.48), so they do not contribute to the constant term.
The contribution of F is
i*L - (1 + o(z- 1 ))
again by (A.48), so the constant term is just the pushforward from Fo,
Q(M)s ' = (qo)!i*L. (A.53)
A.5 Note 1: Inverting Polynomials in Laurent Se-
ries Rings
Here we write down some elementary facts about inverting polynomials in rings of
formal Laurent Series, needed in section A.4.2 above.
Let R be a ring. We want to formally invert Laurent polynomials, i.e. elements
of R[z, z-1]. For our purposes we only need to know the most basic facts about the
dependence of these inverses on z, and for that purpose, it is useful to embed R[z, z - 1]
into the two rings of formal Laurent series, R[[z]], and R[[z- 1]],-1.
First we look at the ring R[[z]], of formal Laurent series in z.
1. Let a(z) = ao+alz+...+a,z" be a polynomial over R. Suppose ao is invertible.
Then we can invert a in R[[z]], hence a fortiori in R[[z]]z:
a-1 = a1(1 + (a/ao)z +... + (a/ao)z")- '
00
= agI  ((al/ao)z +... + (an/ao)zn)'
l=0
= ao1 + O(z).
2. Let b(z) = bo + blz - 1 + ... + bmz - m be a Laurent polynomial over R. Suppose
bm is invertible. Then we can invert b in R[[z]]z:
b = bmz- m (1 + (bm-1/bm)z + ... + (bo/bm)z m )
00
b- 1 = bmzm E ((bm - /bm)z + . . . + (bo/bm)zm)
1=0
= b'zm + O(zm+l).
Dually, in R[[z-']]z-1:
3. Let c(z) = co + ciz - 1 + ... + cnz - be a Laurent polynomial over R. Suppose
co is invertible. Then we can invert c in R[[z-1]], hence a fortiori in R[[z-']]z-i:
c- = o-1 (1 + (c/c 0)z- 1 + ... + (n/co)z-)-
= c~1  ((cI/co)z -1 + ... + (c~/co)z-")
l=0
= c 1 + O(Z-1)
4. Let d(z) = do + d1z + ... + dmz m be a polynomial over R. Suppose dm is
invertible. Then we can invert d in R[[z-']]z-1:
d = dmz m (1 + (dml/dm)z - 1 .... + (do/dm)z - m )
d - ' = dlz - m E ((dm l /d m )z- +... +(d o/dm ) z - m)l
1=0
Sdolz -m + (z-m-l).
A.6 Note 2: Injectivity of Laurent Embeddings
When we embed K(F) 0 R(G)g in the Laurent ring, we need to take a little care to
see that this is injective. The following maps are injective:
C[z] 
- C[[z]]
C[z, z- 1 ] C[z]~ C[[z]]Z (loc. is exact)
C[z, z-]g , C[[z]]g = (C[[z]]Z)g (ditto)
K(F) 0 C[z, z-1]9  , K(F) 0 C[[z]]g (tensoring is exact over C)
(A.54)
Hence we can insert this embedding in the master diagram (A.31):
K(F) 0 Z[z, z-']g (A.55)
K(F) 0 C[z, z-1],g K(F) 0 C[[z]]z
K(F) 0 C
The crucial fact is that we end up in K(F) 0 C anyway, so we can do everything
over C. Hence not only localization but also tensoring is exact.
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